WALTER R. SMITH
For Complete Tropical and Coldwater Aquaria
80 VARIETIES OF TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH USUALLY IN STOCK
70 Chromium Plated Tanks of Fish on view
DISTRIBUTOR OF—
- McLynn's Fish Food
- ES-ES Products
- Electrical and General
- Water Life, Aquarist and Ditchfield's Booklets
- Rejectors, Sediets, and Maintenance Equipment
- Proc ter and Fairy Pumps
- Constat Thermostats
- Aquifer and Colorfern Products
- Hyflo Products
- Liverine Products
- Stokes Fountains
- Windmill Products
- Rock, Gravel, and Strata Rock Work Students' Microscopes
- All Feeding and Aerating Appliances
- Mercury, Spirit and Dumpy Thermometers
- Stuart Turner Water Pumps
- Zoobeko Pumps
- Vi-fit Fish Food
- Black Magic Glazing Compound
- Glasticon '90' Aquarium Sealer

Angle Iron Aquariums, Frames and Stands a specialty. Despatched in crates charged at 30/- each, returnable half carriage paid. Odd sizes made to order, painted any colour, guaranteed square and free from warps. Stores, enamelled Corner Bowls, Bow Fronts and Wrought Iron Units.

20 PAGE PRICE LIST FREE ON APPLICATION

WALTER R. SMITH
39 Tib Street and 16 Whittle Street
Manchester 4
Telephone: Cheesegrat 2661 and 2618

YOU ARE INVITED TO SEE AN EXHIBITION OF TROPICAL FISH IN OUR NEW M. & R. AQUARIUM

Over 50 varieties on show and for sale. We are direct importers of tropical fish. We stock Marine Tropicals. Fish for personal shoppers only. Aquarium equipment, wholesale and retail.

M. & R.
465 Paisley Road West, Glasgow 3WJ
Telephone: 1855 - 3613
Open Sundays 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Heavy Gauge Steel SHELVING
£3.15.0
Delivered Free.

The only heavy gauge shelving at this price
- Brand new—Manufactured to our works.
- Shelves adjustable every inch.
- Heavy gauge shelves will carry 400 lb. each.
- Shelves enamelled dark green.
- 4 shelves per bay—Extra shelves 8/- each.
- Quantity discounts.

Other sizes available. Also available in white at 15 per bay

N. C. BROWN LTD.
A. P. WING
HEYWOOD - LANCs - TEL: 69018 (6 lines)
“LIQUIFRY”
THE FIRST FOOD (IN LIQUID FORM) FOR BABY FISHES

The World’s most recommended fry food.
Mr. Y. W. Ong, the well-known writer on aquarium topics from Singapore, says “Many breeders of Siamese Fighting Fish use “LIQUIFRY” as the first food. “LIQUIFRY” is also used for raising and breeding brine shrimps.”

“LIQUIFRY” No. 1 (red tube) for egglayer fry produces natural infusoria in the minimum possible time.
“LIQUIFRY” No. 2 (green tube) ideal for young livebearers.

Price 2s. 6d. per tube

“PLEASURE”
The Super Food for all Aquarium Fishes

Packed in handy plastic drums price 1s. 9d.
Please send stamped addressed envelopes (3d. stamp) for Free Sample.

“YOUR FISH WILL THRIVE ON PLEASURE!”

“LIQUITOX”
The proven specific treatment for FUNGUS and FINROT

Colourless—effective—does not harm the plants.
Standard size 1s. 9d. per carton of 2 capsules.
Breeder's pack 6s. 9d. for 12 capsules.
Each capsule will treat 4 gallons of aquarium water.

LIQUIFRY QUALITY PRODUCTS are available through your dealer or post free from

THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD., CHURCH STREET,
DORKING, SURREY
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IT'S THE TOPS — BRITISH AND BEST

- WON'T FOUL THE WATER
- A COMPLETE DIET, ONE GRADE ONLY
- THE FOOD IN THE PLASTIC BOX.
  1/6, 2/6, 5/-, 6/6, and POLYTHENE JARS
  17/6.
- From all good Pet Shops or direct from—
  McLynn's AQUATIC FOODS
  DORKING, SURREY

McLynn's
OF EWhurst
FISH FOOD

MAYNARD'S AQUARIUM
EWHURST, AUTHOR OF
"ALL ABOUT TROPICAL FISH"

THERE'LL BE NONE
LEFT AT
THE BOTTOM

Author of Exotic Fishkeeping

MARSHALL'S AQUARIUM
26 WESTBURY LANE, BUCKHURST HILL, ESSEX. Telephone: BUCKhurst 4708

It is quite easy to get to Buckhurst Hill. By tube train on the Central Line thirty-five minutes from the West End, and we are three minutes from Buckhurst Hill Station. Or by buses 28, 69, 101, 107 to Bald Faced Stag, five minutes walk from there. There is always someone in attendance at the Hatchery so you can inspect at any time during week ends.

We sell, buy, or exchange fish of any kind. We also purchase second hand tanks or complete "set-ups".

Japanese Fringetail Goldfish
Chinese Calico-Tabby Goldfish
Chinese Moor Goldfish
Chinese Ornate Goldfish
Chinese Pearl Scale Goldfish

Large 15/- each
Medium 10/- each
Large 17/- each
Medium 15/- each
Large 25/- each
Medium 22/- each
Large 60/- each
Medium 50/- each

All our aquarium fish are kept in perfect condition.

Randall Black Sharks
Small Scale
Polychromis Kribensis
Cichlids
Amphilophus Gastrinus Breeding Size
Black Lace Angelfish
Black Veiltail Angel Fish
Orange Chromides Breeding Size
Discus Fish in perfect health at 35°, 40°, 60°, 80°, 100°, 120° each
Marble Cichlids

Feeding, carriage and transfer of aquarium 12.5 live delivery all with insurance. 130 other species of fish in stock, principally home bred. Send for our list a.s.a.p.

The books written by Ther. H. Marshall: "Breeding the Egg-laying", "Breeding the Loricariids", "Breeding the Gouramies", "Breeding the Cichlids", "Aquarium Management and Fish Farming", "Aquarium Plants and Snails", are all available from here at £ each, post free, or a complete set for £1.5 post paid.

PLEASE NOTE

We are always prepared to give advice on all phases of fish keeping and tropical breeding tanks set up for many different species of fish can be seen in our Hatchery. We are pleased to welcome Club visits, see previous advertisement. At the moment we have many breeding pairs of various fish to offer—notably very large Black Lace and Black Veiltail Angelfish, Kissing Gouramies 6" long, several species of Large and Dwarf Cichlid, write for details.

Forty years experience at your service. We have been breeding fish since 1920
Testimonials prove that

**IT PAYS TO BUY WINDMILL PRODUCTS**

- "WINDMILL" HAND REJECTOR AQUARIUM CLEANER
  Complete with Hand Bellows
  15/- each

- "REGENT" INSIDE FILTER
  Designed for easy cleaning
  10/- each

- "WINDMILL" AIR REJECTOR CLEANER
  will work connected to any make of Aerator
  10/- each

- "WINDMILL" BREEDING TRAPS
  Beautifully Designed and Constructed
  15/- each

**Tried, Proven and Tested**

**THE ORIGINAL PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER.**

It is unique. It is reliable. It is unseen. It is nature's own method of filtration. It is permanent. It needs no attention.

They are saying . . . .

1. **BETTER CIRCULATION.** The Premier Biological Filter collects water from the bottom and recirculates it, thus preventing cold spots in tanks fitted with this filter fry will even feed at gravel level.

2. **HEAT ECONOMY**—the action of the Premier Biological Filter gives a continuous circulation of heat and thus provides the desired temperature evenly throughout the aquarium, saving of current costs is noticeable.

3. **PLANT GROWTH**—in tanks fitted with the Premier Biological Filter plant growth has been more healthy—plant roots do not rot away.

4. **WATER CLARITY**—tanks are kept suspension free, always crystal clear water. The Premier Biological Filter continually filters and purifies the water.

5. **NO MESS**—filter mediums are not required for use with The Premier Biological Filter, saving need for replacement, provides a cleaner job and saves money spent on filter mediums. Completely eliminates need for syphoning and prevents block gravel, disposes of sediment where it settles.

6. **NEATNESS.** The Premier Biological Filter is fitted underneath the gravel, only the air lift is visible. Can be worked by even the smallest of vibration aerators. Once installed can be left for years—will not clog up. Suitable for both cold water and tropical aquariums.

Made for 18" tanks at 12/6 each. 24" tanks at 15/- each

Other size tanks see fitting chart of filter box

Pamphlet willingly sent on receipt of 3d. postage

**WINDMILL PRODUCTS**

244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1

Telephone: Victoria 5179
QUEENSBOROUGH FISHERIES
111 GOLDHAWK ROAD, SKEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12
(1 minute from Shepherd's Bush Market)
Telephone: SHE 1570
Hours of Business: MON. to SAT._
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. THURS. 9 a.m.-12 noon.
Sundays only from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

QUEENSBOROUGH HOUSE,
Ferry Lane, Hythe End,
Wraybury, Nr. Staines
Telephone: WRAYBURY 2805

16 PICTON PLACE,
LONDON, W.1
1 house from (Sudbury)
Telephone: WELBECK 606
Hours of Business: MON. to FRI._
9:30 a.m.-12 noon, SAT. 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

FOODS
"Queensborough" Tropical Fish Food
Twinos Fish... 1.8 and 2.0
Futons Fish... 1.4 and 1.6
Black Furniture... 1.4 and 1.6
S miglior... 1.4 and 1.6
Litroo... 1.4 and 1.6
Phosphorus... 1.4 and 1.6
Pillar... 1.4 and 1.6
Baby... 1.4 and 1.6
Sparrow... 1.4 and 1.6

BOOKS
Guide to Tropical Fishkeeping (J. P. Frye) 3.0
Diseases of Fish (G. Van Derme) 3.0
Atlas of Tropical Fish (McMurray)... 7.0
Encyclopedia of Tropical Fish (H. R. Andrews and W. V. Fobes)... 8.0
Electricity in your Aquarium (G. Winter) 6.0

AERATORS & PISTON PUMPS
Evan... 3.0
"Bu Bu"... 3.0
"Quack"... 3.0

HEATERS
"QUEENSBOROUGH" 1.0 & 2.0... 10.0
"Evon" 1.0 & 2.0... 10.0
"Bu Bu"... 10.0
"Quack"... 10.0

BACKING PAPERS
STRASTA ROCKROCK
PEBBLE BEACH
SEA & SHORE
24in. long = 72in. 24.0
per sheet or 1.5 per line. (post free)

AERATORS
"Windmill" Plants... 10.0
"Windmill" Biological... 10.0
"Aeroweba" Fish... 10.0
"Aeroweba" Regent... 10.0
"Aeroweba" Regent... 10.0

FILTERS
"Windmill" Plants... 10.0
"Windmill" Biological... 10.0
"Aeroweba" Fish... 10.0
"Aeroweba" Regent... 10.0
"Aeroweba" Regent... 10.0

SUNDRIES
Breeding Trap... 15.0
Aquas Tong... 5.0
Basket fish or Shrimp... 4.0

collection... 4.0
Planting Sticks... 1.5
Rake Scoop... 2.0
Dry Floating Rings... 1.5
Hydro (in one pound) 2.5
Worm Floating Feeder... 1.5

FULLY-GLAZED AQUARIUMS
Press Steel... 1.5
Angle Iron... 1.5

PLANTS
"Queensborough"... 3.0
"Evon"... 3.0
"Bu Bu"... 3.0
"Quack"... 3.0

BOW-FRONTED AQUARIUMS
48in. x 10in. x 15in. bow-fronted aquarium with wreath iron backless stand £18.00 complete.
50in. x 12in. x 15in. bow-fronted aquarium with wreath iron backless stand £21.00 complete.

STANDS
18 x 12 x 36... 35.0
24 x 12 x 36... 45.0
36 x 12 x 36... 55.0

THE TANK
Aqueon 100watt... 4.5
Ken Ombian 100watt... 4.5

PLANT OFFER
30 ASSORTED TROPICAL PLANTS 10.0
30 COLDWATER 10.0
40 SPECIAL TROPICAL PLANTS 20.0
(Tropical and Coldwater Fish List on Application. S.A.E.)

THE AQUARIIST
The AQUARIST
AND PONDKEEPER

Founded in 1924 as “The Amateur Aquarist”

THE BUTTS, HALF ACRE, BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX
 Telephone: ISLeworth 6221
PUBLISHED MONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The Aquarist will be sent post free for one year to any address for £1 8s. 0d. Half-yearly 14s. 0d.
Canada, U.S.A. $4.00 yearly; $2.00 half-yearly.

QUERIES
Postal replies are made to all specialised queries accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
This privilege is afforded only to registered readers and direct subscribers. Subscription forms can be obtained on application. In all cases letters should be addressed to the Editor.
Correspondence with intending contributors is welcomed.
MSS. or prints unaccompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope cannot be returned, and no responsibility is accepted for contributions submitted.
The Editor accepts no responsibility for views expressed by contributors.
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EDITORIAL

Occasionally someone records a statement of a fundamental truth or an observation of such basic importance that it deserves to be linked forever with the individual’s name, as in the Theorem of Pythagoras or Parkinson’s Law. Aquarium literature so rarely offers anything of this nature that we think that when an example does appear it should have the widest publicity. In a recent issue of The Aquarium Journal (U.S.A.) were recorded some observations which, although their truth will be immediately recognised by any aquarist and they will therefore be thought to be as familiar as the water-splash marks on the wall-paper behind your lounge aquarium, well deserve to be identified with the propounder of the statement that reveals the common background to them all. He is Mr. Albert J. Klee, who claims to have proved so frequently the truth of Klee’s Lemma of Maximum Perversity.” He propounds his Lemma thus: “The propensity of a fish towards the acquisition of a disease, a tendency to die or a refusal to eat or breed, is an increasing function of its cost and/or the difficulty experienced in replacing it.”

A lemma is a proposition that can be used to prove the truth of other statements, and Mr. Klee boasts that Klee’s Lemma has 12,376 such statements or “corollaries” to it. The editors of The Aquarium Journal have permitted him to present only ten of these, however. We will quote two examples and readers are invited to construct others from their own experience. Corollaries numbers 1 and 3 are expressed thus: Given a tank containing a neon tetra costing 35 cents and a scalars costing $3.50; only the latter will, upon introduction of the disease, get white spot (note: in Singapore, where costs cost 35 cents and when tetras cost $3.50, the colibry still holds—the neon will die). Given a purchase of a pair of fish from a dealer’s tank containing the last 1,000 breeders in town and consisting of 999 males and one female; the female will be killed by its mate the very next day. Klee’s Lemma was introduced in an article for beginners, since its author believes that only those who are psychologically adjusted to live with it are likely to become dedicated aquarists; he forecasts that those who are not will probably find the mental strain too great.
American Terrapins

by ROBERT BUSTARD, B.Sc.

For aquarists it is a small step to install some terrapins in one of their tanks, and the attractively coloured American species are often selected as the first examples of sub-tropical species. Unfortunately, many must die because of lack of proper care. In this article several suitable species are selected, which are readily obtainable in Britain for as little as 7s. 6d. each. June is, in my opinion, the best month to purchase these terrapins, especially if baby specimens (which may be little larger than a half-crown) are selected.

It is advisable to state at the outset that these delightful little terrapins are not too easy to rear. Some years ago I was against recommending them because of the high mortality rate, but over the past 5 or 6 years I have imported many of them myself and have been successful in rearing them, as have many of my friends. I have come to the conclusion that the trouble which I encountered in earlier years was partly, if not entirely, due to the quality of the stock which I purchased. It so happens that these baby terrapins are collected in thousands in the U.S.A. and are sent to wholesalers in Britain in large numbers. They suffer from gross overcrowding and it is doubtful if they are properly fed before being sent out to pet shops. I made the mistake of purchasing many of mine from the local pet store, more from compassion than intention, as the owner, who was a personal friend of mine, had no idea how to care properly for them.

The most important consideration is therefore source of supply. Choose someone who imports for quality and not in quantity. The next consideration is the best species to keep. These small terrapins grow quickly and tend to suffer from rickets and calcium deficiency in temperate regions. This can be partly remedied by keeping them under semi-tropical conditions (water temperature 70°F) and providing an electric bulb when normal sunshine is not available. Under such conditions they will eat well, and if supplied with an abundance of live food as well as raw meat they will have every chance of surviving. Many of the vitamins so essential for growth are contained in green vegetables, and only certain species will accept vegetable food. I have noted in recent years that the ease with which these baby terrapins can be reared is directly proportional to the amount of vegetable food they will consume. I provide lettuce leaves, which are floated on the surface of the water, as well as Elodea and other aquatic plants.

The Florida green slider (Pseudemys scripta elegans) is one species which is quite commonly imported. It, and its sub-species, will eat 50-60 per cent. of lettuce in its diet, the rest being animal food, and I have found them by far the easiest species to rear. Provided that their tank is kept warm and cleaned out fairly frequently (this does depend on the number of specimens kept and the size of the tank) they can be reared without difficulty and the process is most instructive to observe. There is a definite feeling of achievement in starting with these tiny little creatures and ending up 2 years later with specimens of about 6 inches.

The tank should not be less than 12 in. by 8 in. by 8 in. and a tank of this size is suitable for two baby specimens. As they grow they will have to be transferred to a larger tank. It is best to use an aquarium about 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in., and not to keep more than about four specimens. This arrangement will allow for considerable growth without the necessity of re-housing. The bottom of the tank...
American mud terrapin (Kinosternon baurii), seen from beneath can be covered with fine grit, but this must be carefully washed out when the tank is cleaned. This should be done at least once every 10 to 14 days, and more frequently if necessary. At one end of the tank stones should be built up out of the water and topped by a large flat stone, which should be dry above. The babies must be able to clamber on to this with ease, and if the light bulb is suspended above this end of the tank they will use it for banking. The water in the aquarium should be about 4 inches in depth.

Critics will say that they have successfully reared baby American terrapins without such careful attention. This is quite possible; I have kept babies outside all summer in all weather and reared them successfully. It is, however, best to treat them as semi-tropical and house them in the tropical fish house or reptile house at least during their first year.

The coloration of the “slider terrapin” is so delicate that it is difficult to describe. *Pseudemys floridana* is greenish above, some sub-species being delicately sculptured with black (*P. f. hoyii*). The plastron is yellow, with black and green markings. The soft parts are yellow with green, and in some sub-species black markings. The species illustrated is the red-eared terrapin (*P. scripta elegans*), so called because it has red streaks on each side of the head. This species is only slightly more difficult to rear than *P. floridana*. It will eat considerable quantities of lettuce and other vegetable food and can be recommended.

There are, of course, many other species of ornate American terrapins, including the painted terrapins proper (genus *Chrysemys*), but the above-mentioned two species are in my opinion the best for the beginner to try. When he gains experience with them he can proceed to other species.

I would stress that collectors should keep baby terrapins only if they are prepared to spend quite some time on them while they are small. I get many letters from readers who have trouble with them, and I hope this article will go some way, at least, to guiding them along the right lines. The best “rearers” of terrapins I know is a middle-aged lady who keeps many reptiles and who feeds all her baby terrapins both night and morning. At each feed they get large quantities of scraped raw beef and lettuce leaves are floating on the water at all times. Food passes through the intestines of these animals very quickly, so, unlike most reptiles, they require very regular meals if they are to be raised successfully.

Mud terrapins

For those collectors who like something different, I strongly recommend the mud terrapins (*Kinosternon baurii* and *K. subrubrum hippocrepis*). These are quite frequently available and are easy to keep. The depth of water should not exceed 6 inches even for adults and 3 inches for babies. Adults seldom leave the water to bask but should have the opportunity to do so. Food is entirely animal matter and a water temperature of 70°F is recommended for babies, although I have hibernated them successfully when only little over 1 inch. These, as babies, are black above with a yellow, orange or bright red plastron. Occasionally the plastron is black. As they grow the carapace changes to olive brown and the plastron to dark brown or black. Adults seldom exceed 4 inches.

The Americas are the home of many fascinating chelonians and I hope to be able, at some future date, to write about some other members of this Order.

Cacti in the Fish House

Many cacti will have an added attraction once they have flowered if the flowers have been pollinated and fruits have formed. Many of the fruits are highly coloured and enhance the beauty of the plant. Many *Mammillaria* species have red fruits, some of which last red and plump for a whole year. Species which oblige in this way are *M. multispina*, *M. prolifera*, *M. castanea* and *M. stellata*. Some of the night-flowering species and *Epiphyllum* species provide large red fruits which are very colourful and last some time on the plant. The flowers should be dusted with pollen with a soft brush. Some kinds are self-fertile whereas others must have the pollen from another plant. If seeds are required for sowing later it is important to wait until the seed is quite ripe before gathering. Just because a pod is red it does not mean that the seeds are ripe. The pod will either split or start to shrivel when the seeds are ready.

Some of the small slow-growing types of cactus can be encouraged to flower by grafting pieces on to a stronger-growing stock. The plant known as *Trichoechinus spachianus* makes a very good stock. It should be a young growing plant and the top can be cut off at the required height. The scion is cut at the base so that it fits the cut on the stock. Place them together quickly before any drying takes place and before too much sap is lost and secure either with a stout spine or by a piece of tape weighted at each end hanging over the top of the scion. Shade from strong sun or cover with a polythene bag and a joint will soon be made. A dwarf kind may be grafted on a tall type to encourage it to flower and to make an umbrella-like display.
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WHEN IT IS A QUESTION OF FISH HEALTH—

The Eyes Have It

SOMEONE once said that the big difference between elephants and fleas, is that elephants can have fleas, but fleas cannot have elephants!
The speaker was, of course, getting at the fact that elephants are not parasites, whereas fleas—essentially parasitical—can be afflicted with smaller fleas, in much the same way as they themselves afflict elephants and other unfortunate animals. Even bacteria, protozoa and viruses.

Number One harbingers of disease and death in the animal kingdom, are liable to suffer disease and death at the hands of very much smaller, but equally virulent counterparts.

Taking the question a step further, it can be stated quite categorically, that under certain circumstances, all living organisms are subject to disease, and often death from disease, a fact of which many aquarists are only too well aware!

Others, who have been lucky enough so far to escape the haroc disease can wreak in coldwater and tropical tanks, can almost certainly expect to cross swords with it in one form or another, during their careers as aquarists.

This is where the “men” are sorted from the “boys”—and the experienced hobbyists from the novices, for, knowing that it is more than likely he will have to cope with some illness or other at some time or other, the aquarist-in-the-know makes a point not only of teaching himself symptoms likely to be encountered in a diseased fish, but also whether the patient can best be tackled at home, or under expert treatment at a veterinary fish “hospital.”

At the same time, and an even more fundamental point, he learns how to avoid introducing disease, or parasites for that matter, into his tanks, by teaching himself the rudiments of aquarium hygiene.

Nor should anyone be taken the impression from this that it is hard to keep fish in first-class health and condition! On the contrary, every fish hatched or born has an inherent resistance to disease, which is more than adequate to provide lifelong health, provided, naturally, that bodily stamina is not undermined by bad management, wrong feeding, overcrowding, unsuitable or fluctuating temperature and other factors which are detrimental to the well-being of any animal, let alone fishes!

On the other hand, it is only to be expected that disease symptoms in fishes differ not only according to species of disease, but also species of fish! Happily, from the point of view of everyday health, however, aquarists are provided with several first-class denominators which readily point to a fish’s state of health, regardless of breed, type or species.

A healthy fish, for instance, will always show clear, distinct colours, and though, strictly speaking, there are one or two exceptions (notably amongst members of marine aquaria), permanent discoloration is always best taken to be a sign of distress!

The operative word is “permanence,” however, for temporary discoloration can occur if, for instance, a tankful of angel fish is suddenly exposed to bright light after being in darkness for some time. Like us, some fishes temporarily lose colour if frightened, others “blush,” and the females of some species often lose colour during, and just after, spawning.

If the onset of discolouration is sudden, however, it comes on without obvious cause, and remains for some time, then it is a clear indication that you have an invalid on your hands, in which case the sooner you prepare a hospital tank, and isolate the sufferer, the better!

Healthy fish, at the same time, are active, with clean, slime-free skins, level bellies (except in spawning calelayers and pregnant livebearers), show perfect co-ordination and equilibrium in the water and, above all, a healthy appetite. Otherwise, when it is a question of general fish health—the eyes have it!

When a healthy fish is grasped lightly with one hand under water, and turned on its side, the eyes will not rotate with the rest of the body, but remain in their normal position, which, being to one side, obviously makes the pupil invisible from the surface of the water.

When a sick fish, on the other hand, is held on its side, the eye-ball rotates with the body, bringing the pupil into the handler’s view from above.

There is more to the eye-test than this, too! Apart from

Continued at foot of facing page
Guppy Troubles

by PETER DENDY

The guppy is not normally prey to many ailments when kept under good conditions, but being rather a sensitive fish can be easily upset under bad conditions. If things are not to their liking guppies will very quickly let you know about it by their mournful drooping appearance and general loss of activity. Overfeeding and lack of maintenance will more often than not be the cause and the result lies in your own hands.

Whilst plenty of live food in the early stages of growth is very desirable this feeding of live food, particularly white worm, can be overdone as they grow older. I have found that after about 3 to 4 months, especially with males, the guppy stomach does not seem to be able to cope with too much live food and after a feed the fish become very listless. I make it a practice to withhold all live food, except brine shrimps, from adult males as so to keep them on the top line. It is wise to take routine precautions even though this may give you extra trouble in the fish house. New stock should be quarantined for at least 2 weeks, longer if possible, to ensure that they are not bringing disease or parasites with them. Nets should be sterilised after each use by dipping in a strong solution of disinfectant and then washing to avoid the transference of trouble from one tank to another.

This may sound like overdoing it, but is well worth while. I have practised this for years but recently gave it up as being too much of a nuisance, to my regret, as I suddenly found I had a dose of flakes in one tank and signs of it in three others, transferred, I strongly suspect, by the use of the same net. Needless to say, the disinfectant routine is back in operation again for good.

Although Daphnia are a favourite food your favourite Daphnia pond must always be regarded as a possible bringer of trouble, because whether you like it or not you are bound to import a number of undesirable aliens into your tanks. Planarians cannot be avoided and whilst they do not cause a great deal of harm, they can be a nuisance and can prey on new-born fry. Parasites may be present in a transferable or free-swimming form and can become established in the snails or the fish themselves. Most snails are undesirable in guppy tanks as they add to the waste products in the water and can act as hosts to a variety of parasites. Tubifex also is, of course, another source of live food which should be treated with suspicion.

One thing which can cause a lot of bother is a general wasting away of the fish, coupled with a very hollow-bellied and humped-back look. There can be several reasons for this: tuberculosis, worm parasites, old age and too many broods in females and weakness in the strain due to inbreeding and consequent malformation of some of the internal organs. The only cure here is to get rid of the affected fish as soon as possible. This, of course, is a golden rule with all kinds of trouble where the reasons for it are not understood. Not out the sick fish and sterilise the net afterwards.

Flake-fed flake can turn into the source of trouble and I have experienced those more than once. Flakes is the general name for two parasites, Gyrodactylus and Dactylogyrus, the former being a live producer and the latter an egg-layer. Both attach themselves to the fish by means of hook projections on their heads and can infest the gills, the fins and the body. The affected fish will show signs of distress, with deformed dorsal fin and clamped caudal fin, and usually it induces from time to time in a bout of body flicking against the compost, induced by the irritation caused by the flukes attached to the gill membranes. In a really bad case the gills may be obviously inflamed and red. Fry attacked by flukes may have their caudals clamped that they come to a point. This flicking against the gravel is quite violent and must not be confused with what is generally known as "gill-bashing," common in guppies and due to high spirits or the build-up of bacteria in the water due to overfeeding.

There is a theory that flakes are always present in all fish, but do not cause trouble unless there is a sudden increase in their numbers, which may happen from time to time. Flake treatment is tricky as it involves immersing the fish in a solution for a long enough period to make the flukes let go, but not so long that the fish itself is harmed. I am purposely not giving details of treatment in this article, as they are already given in all good fish text-books or cures are available as proprietary medicines from tropical fish shops.

Trouble may be experienced with fungus infection and with white spot, both of which can be fairly easily treated. If, however, you do experience either of these then you should look at your tanks with a critical eye, as the guppy is not usually troubled by them unless its resistance has been lowered by poor conditions. It is safe to say that overfeeding and decaying food will be the cause of the trouble in 99 cases out of 100.

The introduction of new fish or a catfish has been known to put guppies off their stroke so that they huddle together in one corner of the tank. This does not usually last for long and the stranger soon becomes accepted. A heavy addition of new water can cause a similar reaction for an hour or two.

The Eyes Have It

continued from page 90

its simplicity, and almost 100 per cent. accuracy in weeding the sick from the healthy—vital when replenishing tanks—the eye-test can prove a valuable key in diagnosing "tricky" troubles, where definite symptoms may be vague, misleading or even lacking.

At the same time, as we shall see later, the eye-test is a useful dodge to have up one's sleeve when making a differential diagnosis, between two diseases with all but the same symptoms

Probably the most notable examples are seen in female fish, in which the symptoms of constipation and ovarian cysts can mislead even an expert at first glance. Only the latter condition gives a positive eye-reaction, but both conditions are such, however, that the hobbyist might well begin treatment for constipation, when in fact the sex of the trouble lies in the ovaries. With such disease, more often than not, "enthusiastic" dosing with Epsom salts will only aggravate the trouble.

August, 1961
Courtsip of the Great Water Beetle

by LAURENCE E. PERKINS

I RECENTLY obtained a pair of great or margined water beetles (Dytiscus marginatus) with the modest intention of making some detailed photographs of their characteristics and sexual differences. Initially the female alone was acquired and subsequently housed in a 10 in. by 7 in. by 7 in. aquarium in company with three Corixa and a solitary Notonecta. A little milfoil was added for cover and a few tadpoles were introduced as a stand-by food supply. The female beetle made no attempt to conceal herself except when artificial light was allowed to play directly upon her or when a photographic exposure was made, the accompanying flash from the flashlight alarming her considerably.

A week after her arrival, and when she had completely acclimatised herself to her new home, the male beetle was obtained and took up his quarters with her. His behaviour was markedly different from the start, for he immediately headed for where the milfoil was thickest and made himself as inconspicuous as he could. He appeared to be more voracious and vicious in his attacks upon chopped worms when they were introduced and could be relied upon to emerge from his hiding place on these occasions. As a photographic subject he proved most difficult and was never to be seen in an open position as was his mate, of which I had made many records with relative ease.

At length I decided to devote an afternoon to the task of obtaining photographs of the male of comparable quality to those already secured of the female, and having placed the aquarium in such a position that the camera could be moved to cover any one of the four sides, I proceeded to coax the male beetle from his lair with a planting stick. After he had been successfully dislodged he appeared to fly into a tremendous rage, dashing around the aquarium and attacking any form of life which crossed his path. For several minutes he carried on in this fashion until the female chanced to cross his bows, whereupon he seized her and worried her like a terrier worrying a rat. Following so closely upon his similar attacks levelling at Corixa, tadpoles and water lice, I feel justified in my assumption at the time that his mate had also fallen a victim of his foul temper.

However, when he eventually came to rest it became apparent from the manner in which he held the female by the sides of her prothorax with the aid of his forelegs that an attempt at mating was being made. I was responsible for delaying the second act of the drama by my several attempts to photograph the pair of them, on each of which occasions, the flash light caused the male to dash for cover, propelling the recumbent female beneath him.

When allowed to rest they floated to the surface, where both obtained a supply of air by allowing their abdomen tips to break the water surface, after which they sank an inch or two and then rested with their rear's facing in my
direction. The slit-like opening beneath the rear end of the male's elytra then began to open widely and a bi-lobed, membranous organ, not unlike the ears of a long-eared bat, was extruded and bent under, searching for the appropriate opening in the female, which was quickly located with little difficulty. The flush accompanying the photographic exposure made of this incident caused a sudden retraction of the male organ and the pair swam quickly away together. After taking a further supply of air, however, they resumed operations and remained paired for over an hour, the male continuing to clasps the female for a further 2 hours after actual mating had ceased.

It had been observed that when the male was first obtained he appeared to be collecting particles of compost at the bottom of the tank, but it became apparent that the stickily prehensile abilities of his enlarged foreleg tarsus were responsible for the inadvertent adhesion of the gravel. Equipped with highly competent suckers, the male's forelegs are perfectly adapted for the job of obtaining a grip upon the smooth casing of the female beetle. To implement the act of pairing, the hooks at the extremities of the central pair of the male's legs are clipped to the edges of the female elytra, she further assisting by clasping these legs with her rear pair of paddling legs.

After mating the female uses her ovipositor for making incisions in the submerged stems of plants in which she lays her eggs. From these hatch out the predaceous larvae, which excel their parents in their savage voracity, although they are less active than the adult form, relying upon stealth coupled with sudden pounces for the capture of their prey. Once secured the victim is doomed, owing to the strength of the mandibles, which meet like calipers well within the flesh of the prey. Once the capture has been effected there appears to be little visual trace of the prey being consumed, for, unlike the adults which can be observed masticating their food, the larvae first inject, via their hollow mandibles, a fluid which pre-digests their meal. Subsequently the pumping mechanism responsible for this phenomenon reverses its action and permits the fluid portion of the prey to be sucked up and consumed.

When ready to pupate, the larva leaves the water and, burrowing into nearby damp soil, remains there for a period of a few weeks before emerging as an adult beetle.

It is only under aquarium conditions and with the assistance of a fairly high-powered magnifier that the beauty and remarkable construction of these creatures can be completely appreciated and for the smallness of space and little attention that they require the bountiful reward of their study is out of all proportion.
AQUARIST’S Notebook—

by RAYMOND YATES

It was a pleasure to visit the British Aquariums’ Festival at Belle Vue after missing last year’s show through illness. Even on this occasion I was rather under the weather but the exuberance and enthusiasm of the staff helped me to forget how off-colour I was. Fancy, 10 long years ago since our first B.A.F. and still as popular as ever! It was heart-warming to see again so many well-remembered faces, although one looked in vain for a few of the old-timers. The show was well up to standard and some fine fishes were on view, as well as tastefully got-up stands in the B.A.F. tradition. Dealers seemed more numerous than I can ever remember, both with staff and those who were merely visiting.

I always think this is a good sign, and there is no doubt the various stalls attracted much interest and custom. All too soon came the close-up and one realised how many exhibits one had just not had the time to examine in detail with so many visitors to talk to and so much of interest to see on the trade stalls. Here’s go to the next time.

I had a long chat recently with Mr. Tony Booth of Halifax, who took over over the well-known “Michael’s Aquarium” when Mr. Michaels himself left the business to run a garage at Selby 7 years ago. He mentioned that, contrary to my information, Mr. Michaels did not go to Australia and is still at Selby. Meanwhile the business he started here still constitutes an Aquarium is thriving and Mr. Booth has upwards of 500 clients on view. Readers will well remember the original filter-aerator which Mr. Michaels popularised. Mr. Booth has now brought out a new version which is quite interesting and most useful. This under-gravel filter consists of a cone with four diagonal arms through one of which an air pipe line takes air to the diffuser hidden inside the cone. The arms and cone are covered with gravel and the pump is started. No glass wool, carbon etc. is required and the filter can be left in position for a year if necessary without further attention. One of these filter-aerators is sufficient for a tank 36 in. x 15 in. but would fit a 24 in. x 12 in. tank with ease. This is quite unlike the usual square type of sub-gravel filter and appears to cover a wider area than most. At 8s. 6d. it is on sale at many of the major dealers or can be obtained direct from Halifax.

One of the worst disasters which can befall any aquarist is for one or more of his tanks to develop a leak. There is nothing worse than a leaky tank—any woman knows this! Quite apart from the actual damage the mental strain when away at business or even on retiring to bed is just not worth it. Many ideas have been put forward but all too often none of these worked when applied to your particular tank, although they probably proved most successful when used by other people. Now, all this is behind us. No need even to send the children out for chewing gum (an excellent stop gap) as I once had to do. A Dutch product is now on the market under the trade name of Aquarium stop. This is produced to cure leaky aquaria without the necessity of having to empty the tank. The material is kneaded in the hand until it is quite soft. The external leakage is wiped dry and the material pressed firmly over the leak until a cure is obtained. This works very well indeed and will solve many problems for aquarists. At first the substance appears sticky, like treacle, but this property disappears when the material is kneaded. It is not unpleasant to the hands and it is removed without difficulty. Mr. Honeybich of Romiley, Cheshire, introduced me to this product and he is wholesaling it in the north of England. A piece the size of a large india-rubber retail at 2s. 6d.

Readers will have admired the plastic aquaria made under the trade name of “The Arbe Aquarium.” The makers of these high-class aquaria have now produced a new form of rockery sold under the name of Formica Bricklets. These bricks are roughly 4 in. x 2 in. x 1 in. deep and are of a pinkish pearl hue. They give the impression of being made of solidified teak and the surface can be easily cleaned or broken up to produce a rough, coral-like effect, the broken-off portions being globular and irregular in shape. In fact they resemble nothing quite so much as the pop-corons so dear to children. The method used is to take a sheet of glass of the required size and to stick bricks of the material to this with the aid of an adhesive such as Araldite. The portion of glass that will be under the gravel will be left free, of course. The hobbyist can carve his own rockery or grotto effects with any simple tool on this feather-weight material. Loose pieces float so there is never any risk of an untidy tank. If blue-green algae should form on the “rockwork” all that is necessary is to rescue off those parts which are so amusingly. There must be no connection but this material looks very like the artificial pebbles which are sometimes used in the window-dressing displays of the better shops. It only remains to add that the bricks do
not colour the water in any way and there are no toxic effects on fishes in my experience.

The Dewsbury Aquarium Society issue a very friendly little booklet which runs to six pages, setting out in detail the various officers of the club and their addresses, meeting nights, the subscription rates for both adults and children, aims and activities, an invitation to prospective new members, an explanation for beginners of some of the important "musts" and "know how," a suggestion that the newcomer might do worse than join the club and an estimate of the £/s/d. of the hobby for those contemplating setting up a tank. This is as follows: tank 18 in. x 10 in. x 10 in., £1 9s.; cover, lamp holder and lamp, 17s. 6d.; heater, 7s. 6d.; thermometer, 12s. 6d.; thermometer, 4s.; gravel, 3s. 6d.; planting fish, 10s. 6d. (to begin with), 15s. total, £4 15s. It is a long time since I saw anything so thoughtful. Any newcomer to the hobby in the Dewsbury area must feel that these are people who are interested in the hobby and in new members. I feel sure it will bring in many keen, but otherwise shy beginners.

Looking through the preliminary announcement for the Macclesfield show I notice that a Tumbula is to be held. This is a new one to me for fish shows. Although it is getting away from fish it is just as applicable as the more usual raffles and I dare say it will prove successful. I mentioned this because I felt other clubs might be interested.

The inter-society postal quiz run by the Barrow and District Aquarium Society has proved a great success and two new members are the Middlesbrough Club and also the East of Fife Society, following closely on the heels of the Mercerside Club and the Scottish Aquarium Society. However, one loss is the Lowestoft Society, which has had to disband owing to lack of support. There are now ten clubs taking part in the quiz, the others being Portsmouth, Oxford, Lancaster, Basingstoke, Middleton (Manchester) and Barrow. Other clubs interested should write to the secretary, Mr. K. Ralph, 8, Malton Crescent, Barrow, Lancs. For the benefit of others interested in quiz questions and answers I might mention an experiment which has been tried out successfully by this club. This is called "The answer to the answers." In this questions which have been asked, with their official answers, have been given to the meeting and left open to discussion. Many members are really interested in knowing more, much more, than a mere first answer and this provides the opportunity.

The Barrow club have a system of appointing a "Member of the Year," based on attendance, notice for absence, talks given by members, showing, contributions to magazine etc., attendance at social events and the like. The winner for the current season was Mr. Liversedge, with 95 points made up of 63 for attendance, 8 for club shows, 8 for two contributions to club magazine and 6 for attendance at social events run by the club. Of the 27 members only five introduced new members, none contributed to the national press, only four contributed to the club magazine, 14 did not enter for club shows, some gave a short talk at meetings, two gave a talk as a main item for the evening meeting and there were 23 occasions when members turned up at meetings more than half an hour after the start. Better late than never. This summary could very well be compared with their own figures by other clubs. How does your club fare in comparison and in relation to membership?

Did you hear about the little girl sardine who decided to marry the little boy sardine when she discovered that his family were in oil? (Fin Fun.)

The story is told of the parcel delivery man bringing a package of fish to the fish room of a large store. Having a few minutes on his hands he began peering into the various tanks. Reaching a tank full of just free-swimming bettas he commented that it was empty. The tiny fish were pointed out but he obviously did not enjoy his job. With a wild look in his eye he looked around for a retreat, asking at the same time on what food they were fed. He was shown a container of infusoria and told it was full of live food. At this, he clutched his cap, backing rapidly and muttering "Feeding infusoria to fish..." He has not been seen since. (Fin Fun.)

Workmen cleaning out a fountain in the centre of Rochdale found ice skates, a bicycle, old tyres, a gargoyles, a ton of other rubbish and also goldfish, roach and catfish. It seems some people have ideas other than putting only coins in the fountain.

Encouragement to Spawning

If goldfish in the garden pond show no signs of spawning when well into the summer it is possible to encourage them to do so by removing a large amount of the water and refilling with fresh. This tap water can be run in from a hose and if it can be played in the form of a small fountain the benefit will be increased. The entering fresh water, being well broken up, will increase the amount of oxygen in the water. It is well known that unless there is a good proportion of oxygen in the water the fish are not likely to spawn. They must be healthy and well fed, of course, and provided that they are, there is little likelihood of the scheme failing to start the fish chancing and spawning.
Publicity Display

The Brockley and District Breeders' Circle is now the aquaria group of the Lewisham Natural History Society, meeting every Thursday and having one meeting each month devoted entirely to fishkeeping. Other evenings are also spent with allied subjects, as has been the custom of the natural history group in the past. The secretary of the aquaria section is Mr. Robert Dwyer, 91, Gipsy Hill, London, S.E.19, and the name Brockley and District Breeders' Circle is to be retained by the section. The combined group has just completed over one month's exhibition, commenced at the Lewisham Hobbies and Handicrafts Exhibition and continued at such places as the L.C.C. Centre in Peckham. The whole exhibit covered a length of 36 ft., of which about 16 ft. was devoted entirely to the keeping and breeding of fishes.

Live specimens ranged from 21 species of tropicales through British marine life to amphibians and reptiles. Twelve different types of rock were also shown. Two display boards showed varying types of information to be culled from spawning fishes and how a line diagram should be drawn up, and a model fish room (one-eighth scale). A furnished tank (cardinal tetras) and show-tank stand completed the sectional exhibit. Two display cases illustrated disease treatment and the examination and treatment of water. The whole exhibit was of a colourful nature, being a light matt-grey background with black and white notices picked out in red. All signs and notices were raised off the background. Alongside the aquaria section was a "dark tunnel" where colour transparencies were shown.

Part of the Brockley Circle's recent exhibit, showing the 24 in. furnished aquarium, which featured cardinal tetras, and the show-tank stand with tropical fishes, British marine creatures, coldwater fishes and reptiles and amphibians.

Photos: F. White

A display board used by the Brockley Circle, with colour photographs of tropical fishes and featuring a model fish room which was complete down to the details of the heater and miniature cacti.
THE HOME TROPICAL MARINE AQUARIUM

Two Species of Dascyllus

by JOHN BOURSOT

The far-flung genus Dascyllus occurs from the coast of Africa and the Red Sea across the Indian Ocean to the islands and shores of Indonesia, northern Australia and New Guinea, thence fanning out among the coral islands of Micronesia, Melanesia and Polynesia. Thus virtually all the South Seas are embraced from the Caroline, Marshall and Hawaiian islands to the north, down through the Solomon, Gilbert, Ellice and Phoenix islands in the centre and to the New Hebrides, Fiji, Samoa and the Tuamotu to the south.

The members of the genus Dascyllus shine flamboyant colours and extravagant fins. They are smartly dressed in black and white, and their quick active movements are pert, trim and military. Owing to their woefully pugnacious disposition they should be smaller than the other inhabitants of the tank in which they are kept, though, strange to say, this pugnacuity is not shown towards clown fish. They are seen to best advantage in a tank by themselves, where five or six of about the same size make a striking and most unusual display. The tank should be reasonably large, say, 20-25 gallons, with sufficient rockwork etc. for shelter.

A single fish will thrive for years in a 10 gallon tank.

Feeding is no problem as all Dascyllus are greedy feeders. Dried food, pieces of raw shrimp, beef and heart, brine shrimp, Tubifex and earthworms are eagerly seized with a distinctly audible snap in a sudden dash from cover and back again. Green algae are sometimes appreciated.

The two species most likely to be offered for sale are the three-spotted dascyllus or domino fish (Dascyllus trimaculatus), and the black-and-white coral fish or striped dascyllus (Dascyllus aruanus). The markings of D. trimaculatus are as striking as they are simple, the younger specimens being entirely coal-black except for three small slightly irregular white spots: one on each side in the centre just below the dorsal fin, and the third on the nape. With age the black changes to brown, and the median spot on the nape is slowly lost. It is perhaps not especially noteworthy that the black in young fish should fade with fright. Excitement on the other hand causes the fish to emit croaker-like chirps.

The breeding habits of D. trimaculatus are somewhat cichlid-like, both in the cleaning of a chosen spot and in the fanning of the eggs by the two parents. But as far as I know all efforts to feed the fry in captivity have resulted in failure.

Dascyllus aruanus is a gleaming purplish white fish with three black bands. The first arises in front of the dorsal fin and sweeps across the head and eye to the chin. A white patch adorns the forehead. The second stripe, running slightly forward from the middle of the dorsal fin, reaches to the end of the pubic fins. The third crosses vertically from the end of the dorsal to the end of the anal. The pectoral and caudal fins are white; the dorsal is black.

This species often spawns in captivity, the eggs being laid on the end of little stalks. But again, the untimely death of the fry always seems to be due to incorrect or insufficient feeding or both.

Dascyllus aruanus appears to be somewhat white-spot resistant. I have seen a perfectly healthy specimen in a heavily infected tank, feeding voraciously and enjoying life to the full from the onset of the disease to the end. Although this apparent immunity probably extends to D. trimaculatus I cannot vouch for it. Three years after I bought it the same specimen finally succumbed to a variety of marine tail-tot. One day it stopped feeding, never to start again.

The rich black paled to an ever lighter grey as the disease progressed. About 5 days later I found it floating at the surface, dead. The caudal peduncle had been attacked.

When dying from causes other than disease, D. aruanus, like the freshwater angel fish dying from shock, seems to intensify its colours.

One morning, in the shimmering haze of a hot East African day, I stood on the beach to watch some Arab fishing shacks flinging their nets into the warm blue waters of the Indian Ocean. Some distance up the beach a shaw had come to land, and was being besieged by a crowd of shouting gesticulating negroes, all pushing and shoving to be first. Business was brisk. In a short time the crowd had dispersed and the shaw had put to sea again leaving the sand strewn with the usual fisherman's waste (the half-mort of the trade, and one of shame). D. aruanus made up the bulk of the dead and dying fishes. They lay everywhere, still wet and glistening. But now their lovely patterns had become intensified to one of stark glaring white and deepest black.

All Dascyllus species enjoy good aeration and a temperature of 75-80°F. They travel well, usually arriving in splendid condition, and quickly adapt themselves to life in the aquarium where, with proper care, they will thrive for years.

+ Colourful Aquarium

Vancouver Public Aquarium has recently been painted, inside and out, in bright colours. The Aquarium authorities have always maintained that the building, as an environment for its visitors, is as important (or nearly so, anyway) as the displays, and that it should not be dark, dingy and depressing. In fact, one of the significant departures of the Vancouver Aquarium from other public aquariums is the relatively high amount of illumination in the public area. The new colour scheme provides differently coloured walls above the tanks of each of the four main water systems. Thus the warm saltwater system is yellow, warm freshwater peach, cool freshwater green and cool saltwater blue.
THE RED-STRIPED RASBORA

There are quite a number of attractive species in the Rasbora genus but the red-striped rasbora (Rasbora paracheirostoma) is, to my mind, one of the most attractive in the medium-size range of this genus. The bright ruby-red line extending from just above the eye right through to the caudal base is especially appealing and when the fish is in first-class condition this line assumes a rich brilliance. But to achieve this the fish requires a soft, acid water, not too bright a top light and plenty of live food. It grows to 2½ to 3 inches in length and is quite peaceful in the community tank.

Although the fish will breed in the aquarium they are not easily induced to breed and to succeed calls for careful attention to certain details. A 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. tank is a good size for a spawning although smaller tanks can be used. The size suggested, however, offers more room for rearing the fry, which helps in their development. Rainwater is recommended and if it can be made acid, to a pH of about 6, so much the better. The tank should be about half filled and, instead of using sand or gravel, leave the base of the tank bare. Put into the tank a good number of Cryptocoryne plants; just drop them into the water and do not weight them in any way. The idea is to provide a thick mat of these plants through which the fish can force their way when spawning. Set the temperature at about 80°F and leave the tank exposed to natural daylight for 10 to 14 days.

During this period the intended breeding pair should be brought into tip-top condition in another tank containing acid water and separated from each other by a glass partition.

Before introducing the pair to the breeding tank ascertain that the pH of the water is around 6. If any change is found to have occurred, correct it to the required pH, then put the pair into the tank, preferably in the evening. Although spawning may take place the next day it is more likely that several days may elapse before the pair settle down and the spawning occurs.

Usually the day before spawning takes place the male can be seen to spend much time following the female about just under the plants in open water. When the actual spawning happens they change their tactics and will make sudden darts into the plants, where they take up a side-by-side position with much quivering. The pair should be removed after the spawning is completed.

At the suggested temperature hatching should occur in about 3 days and Infusoria should be supplied as soon as the fry are free-swimming. Keep them on this for 8 to 10 days, then feed with newly hatched brine shrimp, followed by micro worms. Later, as growth permits, larger food should be given, such as chopped white worms and screened Daphnia. At this stage they can be introduced to suitable dried food, which should be given, at first, very little at a time. On a good mixed diet steady growth should be maintained.

THE SCISSORTAIL

Although in its native habitat in Malaya the scissortail (Rasbora trilineata) will frequently reach a length of some 6 to 7 inches, rarely does it exceed 4 inches when reared under aquarium conditions. It will, however, breed at about 2 inches and at this size the 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. tank makes the ideal breeding aquarium for a pair.

It is not bright colouring which attracts with R. trilineata but the fascinating habit the fish has of opening and closing the caudal fin, which, supported by the black marks on the lobes of the tail, reminds one of scissors movement. The body is greenish grey with silvery-high lights and is beautifully streamlined. This feature is accentuated by the somewhat elongated caudal base. The eye is large and bright and the head is sharply pointed in profile. There is little difference in appearance of the sexes except for the

THE AQUARIST
Making the Nature Film
"Aquarium"

by IAN WOODWARD

He who watches in "Aquarium" the small fishes swimming around undisturbed, living their natural life, would not even think of all the trouble and care needed for ensuring this "natural" comportment and environment during the filming.

Several difficulties had to be overcome before this Hungarian feature film in colour, filmed under the directorship of Agoston Kallay, could be made.

In the great brilliance of the photo-floods and arc-lights, the fishes became confused and it required a long waiting period before the subjects were accustomed to the apparatus.

The unusual light conditions also caused the water of the aquaria to become considerably warmer. The queer situation arose that in the hardest winter the film-makers had to cool the aquarium of tropical fishes with ice!

The shots required great patience and plenty of time. It was difficult to tell in advance when certain phenomena, often lasting only a few seconds, would appear and it was later found necessary to keep watch night and day.

The small dimensions often created a great deal of trouble. Some shots necessitated photographing the tiny, rapidly moving fishes in a match-box sized space, and it
Our Experts' Answers to Tropical Aquarium Queries

The other evening I noticed some tiny, flat worms gliding in all directions over the sides of my aquarium. What are these worms called, how did they get into the aquarium and will they harm the right-handed occupants of the tank?

The tiny worms you have noticed in your aquarium are known as planarians. They were probably introduced on plants. Planarians will not harm grown fish but they eat their eggs, and are not above attacking newly hatched fry. To keep planarians in check, tie a small piece of meat to a thread and suspend it in the aquarium overnight. The worms will congregate on the bait and can be thrown away with its first thing the following morning. To rid a tank completely of planarians, transfer the fishes to another aquarium, and then add one tablespoonful of ordinary household ammonia to every 5 gallons of water to be treated. Within the space of 5 minutes, all the planarians will be dead, and the water can be emptied away. Before setting up the aquarium anew, remove the plants and compost and give them a good wash in several changes of water. This goes for the tank, too.

I need a pad of steel wool to remove algae from the sides of my aquarium. I have since been told that the fragments of steel that broke away from the pad will dissolve in the water and most likely poison the fishes. Is this true?

The minute quantity of steel that dropped into your aquarium should not give the fishes metal poisoning, but to be on the safe side, do not repeat the performance. You see, apart from adding more metal to the water, the fragments of steel could quite easily be swallowed by the fishes with fatal results.

The dried food I use is causing a dirty white mould to grow on the compost and plants. How can I stop this growth, please?

You are feeding more food than the fishes can cope with at a time. The result is that the unexcreted food is decaying behind the other, and I can assure readers that this certainly creates the impression of "depth."

Said Les Lettres Francaises of this film: "'Aquarium,' a simple Hungarian documentary, relating the fights and loves of exotic fishes, contained a thousand times more beauty and poetry than the 5,000 metres of 'Storm Under the Sea.' People applauded the harmonious nuptial dances, uniting male and female belonging to species of barbarian Latin names, around a leaf or a smooth stone."

"'Aquarium, '" wrote the film critic of L'Humanite, "is a small miracle of life, of quietness, of colours, homage to the multicoloured and varied riches of Nature. The life of freshwater fishes, of tiny fishes enlarged sometimes to the size of the screen, attracted the attention of Hungarian film artists, who have presented us with half an hour's spectacle of beauty and grace."

Arturo, the Paris journal, said: "Hungary entered the scene with Agoston Kollanyi's film, 'Aquarium.' In every case when a director focuses the objective of his camera on Nature, in order to spy out its secrets, he triumphs, for this is one of the most obvious tasks of film art. The screening of this film, which is, up to now, the only serious rival of the French film 'Peguino,' was heartily applauded at the last International Film Festival of Cannes."

To sum up, the Bordeaux newspaper, Nouvelles, tells us that at Cannes "'Aquarium' charmed even the most exacting spectactors of the Festival. The fishes are moving in a forest of water plants like the stars of a sumptuous ballet. Ballet is the most suitable word, to which most delicate colours are added."

Many queries from readers of "The Aquarist" are answered by post each month, all aspects of fish-keeping being covered. Not all queries and answers can be published, and a stamped self-addressed envelope should be sent so that a direct reply can be given.

Where it lies and forming a mould. If you do not siphon or dip-tube from the aquarium as quickly as possible it will pollute the water. In future, give only as much food as the fishes will clear up in a minute or so. By the way, fishes thrive best on a diet which includes plenty of live food or scraped lean meat.

The top water in my district is hard. Would it be better to use distilled water to fill my aquarium?

Distilled water lacks salts necessary for fish and plant life. This deficiency, however, can be remedied by adding three teaspoonfuls of cooking salt, and each of potassium sulphate and magnesium sulphate, to every 10 gallons of distilled water.

Can coal dust or slack be used as an alternative to sand for covering the bottom of an aquarium?

Certainly, but as plants do not grow well in coal dust alone it is advisable to cover the floor with an initial 1 in.-thick layer of peat or loam.

Of the opaline and dwarf gouramis, which do you consider to be the most suitable fish for a community tank measuring 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in.?

We would favour the dwarf gourami, because it is one of the most gorgeously coloured of all tropical freshwater fishes and is gentle into the bargain. Young opaline
gouramies are attractively marked, and are inoffensive little creatures, but as they mature they are apt to become aggressive, especially towards one another. It is not unusual for a large male to worry several females to death.

Although earthworms make one of the best all-round foods for fish, it is not always easy to find them in the garden. Is there anything I can do to attract earthworms to one spot?

A compost heap would provide the answer to your problem. A properly made heap of lawn mowings, weeds, bonfire ash and vegetable refuse from the kitchen would soon become tenanted by countless earthworms. The heap should be kept covered with sacking or boards during the winter to lessen heat loss and to exclude rain. Tea leaves, shredded newspaper and cooked potato dug into the top layer of garden soil will also encourage earthworms. But here again, the area treated must be kept covered to prevent heavy frosts sending the worms several feet down into hiding.

Would it be all right to use a sheet of perspex to cover the top of my aquarium?

Perspex of suitable thickness for the area to be covered is satisfactory for the top of an aquarium. But wash it well under running water before placing it in position.

I have not kept cichlids before but have just acquired a pair of koi fish. Is this cichlid easy to keep and breed?

The jewel fish (Hemichromis bimaculatus) is not at all difficult to keep or breed. It thrives at a temperature range of 68° to 89°F, and prefers a diet of meat or live food. It will, however, accept coarse-grained dried food. Specimens above 1½ in. in length should not be placed in a community tank because as they increase in size they develop nasty tempers. A full-grown pair need a tank measuring not less than 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. It should be furnished with rocks and a flower pot turned on its side. It is not unlikely that they will spawn several times within the space of a few months. The eggs are usually laid beneath an overhanging ledge of rock or inside the flower pot. When a male is wearing his courtship colours it is necessary to keep an eye on his behaviour, because if the female is not ready to raise a family he will treat her most cruelly.

I should like to breed angel fish. What do you consider is a suitable sized tank for spawning? Furthermore, what are the best furnishings, temperature and pH value of the water to encourage breeding?

The tank should measure about 36 in. by 15 in. by 15 in.

![Black widow fish (Gymnocorymbus ternetzi)](image)
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It should be furnished with broad-leaved plants such as giant Sagittaria. Bamboo canes or glass tubes pushed vertically into the compost can be used as an alternative to plants. The temperature should average about 80°F. It used to be considered essential to place the fish in acid water, but experience has shown that acid water is not all that important. Successful spawnings have been made in alkaline water. What is important is to see that the fish are feeding well on plenty of live food.

I set up my first aquarium a few weeks ago. Out of my initial purchase of 12 pairs of fish, I have only five pairs left alive. The others lost their balance in the water and died after a few days. I complained about my losses to the dealer, but he told me that they must have died of a chill. I don't believe this because if a chill killed some of the fish, why didn't it kill the rest? What is your opinion, please?

Some fishes are more susceptible to cold than others. Next time you buy fishes, wrap the carrying can in plenty of newspaper or wooden fabric to maintain the warmth and hurry home. Take the temperature of the water in the can, and compare it with the temperature of your aquarium. If a difference of 3 or 4 degrees exists between them, empty the fish and water in the can into a warm jar and float it in the aquarium for about 1 hr. By this time the temperatures will be identical. If fishes are to be safeguarded against chills, these precautionary measures are worth the trouble involved.

I have a pair of black widow fish and would like to have a shot at breeding them. Are the fry easy to raise, and what food is best for them?

There is nothing very difficult about raising black widow fry to maturity. Give them green water (free-swimming algae) and Infusoria for the first week or so, and then follow on with brine shrimps, tiny Daphnia and the regular fine dried foods.

I set up my first tropical aquarium a fortnight ago. It holds 12 gallons of water and is well stocked with plants, some pieces of stone from the garden, and two dozen fishes. For the first few days the water stayed crystal clear, then it became slightly misty and now looks milky white. Several of the
fishes have died, and those that are left keep swimming at the surface. Can you tell me what has gone wrong?

We fancy you have been feeding them too generously. Unusable food decays and fouls the water. Your best plan would be to siphon the bottom to get rid of uneaten and other debris, then replace the water thrown away with fresh boiled water allowed to cool down to the normal aquarium temperature. If you can supply artificial aeration it will help the remaining fishes to get over their unhappy experience. You should also be careful what sort of stones you place in your aquarium. Lumps of crumbly paving stone, old bricks, clinker, concrete, alabaster, marble and the like will soon result in cloudy water and ailing fish. Among the reliable "rocks" to use are pieces of granite, slate, scrubbed coal, quartz, flint or large, rounded iron-hard pebbles from a stream bed.

I have been told that Vallisneria and Cryptocoryne will not live together in the same aquarium. Is this true?

Both plants will do equally well in the same aquarium if conditions are to their liking. It must be remembered, however, that Vallisneria needs a brighter light than Cryptocoryne, and should be planted immediately under artificial top light, or on the sunniest side of an aquarium placed close to a window.

Can you tell me whether the meat maggots used by anglers would make a suitable live food for tropicals?

Meat maggots or grubs are quite suitable for feeding to any fishes with mouths large enough to swallow them. The larger cichlids and anabantids take meat maggots greedily, and grow fat on them.

Will fishes of rust falling into the water from the underside of an iron-framed aquarium prove harmful to the fishes?

A small quantity of rust in the water does not appear to harm fishes, but it does tend to produce a brownish-red scum on the plants and glass sides. We strongly advise you to scrape the loose rust from the frame on to a sheet of cardboard held just above the water and, as soon as you can get down to it, empty the tank and give the scoured frame two or three coats of paint. If only a small portion of the frame is affected, it is possible to dab a quick-drying paint on the cleaned areas while the fishes are still in the tank. But make sure that no paint falls into the water.

Can the moisture-loving house plant called Tradescantia be used to decorate the interior of a tropical aquarium and, if so, should it be planted direct in the compost?

Most species and forms of Tradescantia will grow in an inch or two of water, but some of them take better to an aquatic life than others. Two or three cuttings of the chosen kind should be planted in a pot of loam stood on a piece of rockwork or another pot to bring it close to the surface of the water. The tips of the plants should be pinched out to encourage a branching growth.

I have a pair of Botia schmidelii in a tank by themselves, but they eat up all the plant life and thus completely spoil the appearance. What should I do to save the plants and yet be able to keep the name of a plant tough enough to resist their nibbleds?

The best plant we can think of is the rather costly Anubias lanceolata, better known as the water aspidistra because of its leathery-textured, aspidistra-shaped leaves. A. lanceolata is a long-lasting plant and its foliage stays green for more than a year before new leaf-stems are slowly pushed up from the rhizomes.

Some time ago I used some angle aluminium I had by me to make a small aquarium. A friend has now told me that aluminium cannot stand up to constant moisture and soon disintegrates. Is this correct?

Aluminium is not such a durable metal as, say, iron or steel, but if you gave the frame the usual two or three coats of good-quality paint before it was glazed it should give you excellent service for several years.

After feeding white worms to my paradise fish the other evening, I noticed a worm working through one of the gill openings. Do you think the gill has been damaged?

Not necessarily, because small worms often wriggle through the gill apertures of a fish without appearing to upset it in any way, or cause permanent damage. It is not unlikely, however, that a large and vigorous white worm could tear the tissues.

Photo: Species of Anubias; the centre plant is Anubias lanceolata
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Can you please give me some information about Barbus fasciatus?

The striped or banded barb (B. fasciatus) is native to the Malay Peninsula and the (Dutch) East Indies. Under aquarium conditions it reaches a length of about 4 inches, but specimens in the wild attain a larger size. It has a temperature range of roughly 68° to 90°F, and was first introduced to aquarists in the 1930's. Any live or dried food is taken, and it is said to breed in typical barb fashion.

I have an aquarium placed fairly close to a window. After dark, I illuminate the interior of the tank by means of a 60 watt strip light. The tank is furnished with rockwork and a few clumps of dwarf rush. My problem is that I can hardly see the fishes for a persistent green "fog". I have changed the water several times, but the green stuff comes back within a day or two. What can I do to maintain clear water?

You need additional aquatic greenery in your aquarium to soften the overhead and side light, and compete with the swimming algae (green water) in the struggle for food (nutrients in the water). We suggest that you plant with Sagittaria, Eleocharis densus and Hygrophila. Do not change the water unless the fishes start gasping at the surface. In due course, the swimming algae will die down and leave the water clear.

COLDWATER FISH-KEEPING QUERIES answered by A. BOARDER

I would like to keep a small pike in an aquarium 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. and would like to know particulars about feeding etc.

You could keep a small pike in your tank, but it would have to be very small; a this year's youngest would be best. Remember that pike can grow very large, up to 35 lb. and more, although they are fairly aged when at that weight unless they have had a very generous food supply. You could feed the fish on very small fish, garden worms, gentle mealworms and scraps of meat. Pike are carnivorous and so no other fishes should be kept with the fish unless they are too large for it to eat.

I have a fairly large pond in which I keep golden orfe and goldfish. Recently, within a week of each other, four of my biggest fish have died. These fish were found in the morning floating upside down on the surface, and completely unmarked; fins were extended and undamaged. All appeared perfectly healthy with no signs of fungus or any other disease. Can you give any explanation?

I consider that the cause of death was that the water had turned foul and the lack of oxygen or heavy concentration of poisonous gases killed the fish. It may have been when the weather was rather warm or thundery. You did not say which fishes died but I would be prepared to say that it was the golden orfe and not all of the goldfish. Orfe will soon be in trouble in any water which is too warm and lacks oxygen. If fresh water could have been poured into your pond when the fishes were mothing at the surface, probably early in the morning, the fishes could have been saved. When found in this condition they look dead but recover in a matter of minutes if fresh water is added, and can be swimming about as if nothing had happened very soon after. When fishes die from lack of oxygen they appear in perfect condition, with fins extended and eyes bright. If the fish had died from any disease they would have showed signs of it and have been off colour for some time before.

It is generally assumed that roach are bad fish to keep in a pond or tank as they are said to get fungus disease more than most British coarse fishes. I have kept some roach in a tank for about 2 years and they are quite healthy. Can you comment on this?

The reason why many roach contract fungus disease in a pond is that they have been caught on rod and line and when they are handled to remove the hook much of their slime is removed too. This slime or mucus is the protecting substance which prevents diseases from getting a hold on the fish, and so when a quantity is missing the fish is liable to become prey to any disease that may be about. Like the germs of the common cold, being found almost everywhere, the fungus seems to be always present in most open waters. Your fish were caught with a net when young and so they were probably undamaged when introduced to the tank. Provided that they are quite undamaged I do not see why they should get fungus disease any more than other fish.

Will sunfish breed in England in an outdoor pool?

Sunfish will breed in an outdoor pool in your southern district very well as your ponds are large and you do not get very cold winters. I see no reason why they should not thrive.
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Can wood or branches be used in an aquarium and if so how should it be treated?

It is possible to use branches in an aquarium but I do not see the need. It has been used in set-up tanks for exhibition purposes usually to try to be original. However, wood cannot do any good to fishes and might do harm, as some kinds of wood could be poisonous if allowed to rot in water.

Can chalk be used in an aquarium?

I do not see why you need to use chalk. It would tend to make the water very alkaline and this might upset some of the inhabitants of the tank. My advice is to leave it out.

I have been trying for some time to obtain some lime-free grit for my tanks but have been unable to get it. Can you please tell me where I can get this material?

The type of compost I think you require is known as river-washed grit. I use this myself both for tanks and also for horticultural purposes. I buy mine from E. J. Woodman & Sons, High Street, Pinner, Middlesex.

I have some water plants in my tank which have developed small holes in the leaves. I would like to know what has caused them. I have small shells in the tank.

It is possible that the snails are the culprits. They eat the softer top surface of the leaves and then the lower part decays and holes are formed. I know of very few aquarists who keep any snails in their tanks where they have good water plants, especially if they need the plants for setting up tanks for exhibition purposes.

I am having trouble with my chubkius fry, which are about an inch long. I have kept rather too many in a tank with the result that they have developed red patches in places, especially at the opercula and dorsal fins. They swim in an aggregated manner and rub themselves on the bottom of the tank. What is the trouble?

The description you have given leads me to the conclusion that the fry are affected by flakes. The overcrowding can make the fry very weak but this could not of itself be the reason why the flakes have appeared. They are very tiny and could enter the tank with water plants or even in water. The best method to eradicate the flakes is to give the fry a Dettol bath. Opinions vary on the strength of the bath.

Some say a quarter teaspoonful to a gallon of water and leave the fry in for 15 minutes. I have used it as strong as the same amount of Dettol to a quart of water, but have left the fish in for only 5 minutes. It may be safer to use the weaker solution for the longer period if the fry are very small. The chief point to remember is that the fry must not be left in the solution without a careful watch to see that they are not removed to fresh water as soon as they turn over.

Although I have been keeping native coldwater fishes for three and a half years I have only recently found out that the P.D.A.S. has no standards for this side of our hobby. Why is this?

I suppose that the reason why no standards for British coldwater fishes have been made is that generally speaking these fishes conform to a fairly regular pattern and so there is no need at all for standards. In my time I have seen them fry in the reach, Rudd, perch, bream, pike, dace, chub, carp, tench, trout etc., and have yet to find any which are not according to shape for the species. As long as the fishes are not abnormal they are all likely to be the same except, of course, in size and condition. I do not include colour as I know that it is the condition of the fish which regulates the colour in most cases. When judging coldwater British fishes the judge has to consider size for species, and a good stickleback of maximum size could beat an average sized tench which was not in such good condition. It is, of course, difficult to assess the value of some of the larger types, as they can reach huge dimensions. Then a judge will look for any damage, and many an otherwise good fish will be passed by because it has a broken or split fin, or a few scales missing. The colour is most important but I have yet to see a British coldwater fish with a good colour if it is in bad condition. There are standards for various varieties of goldfish as these are so different in shape and colour from the original goldfish that standards are necessary and serve a very useful purpose.

I wish to build a concrete pond in the garden and wonder if there was any particular month for this task?

It does not matter when the pond is made as long as no concreting is done when there are frosts about. It is often far better to dig out the pond in the winter, as the job does not seem as tiring as when the weather is hot. Also the concrete will set better in cold weather; it should not dry out too quickly. If a sudden frost should occur as soon as the concrete is laid it can be protected with sacks or brown paper. Once it has set a little frost would not do any harm. If made in the winter the pond would be covered by leaves so that planting and stocking could be undertaken in the spring.

We have just installed a 40 in. coldwater tank, aerated and filtered. How many goldfish and water snails should we have in a tank this size?

The tank is probably 12 in. wide and this allows for 24 inches of fish, not counting the tails. I know that it is quite possible, especially with the aid of aerators, to have more fish than that but what is the object? The fish will be far healthier if they are not crowded in any way; they will have space to grow and they will certainly look better than if they were crowded in an unnatural manner. As for snails, yes, you must please yourself about their inclusion. They do little good and can do some harm; they eat the fish food and somewhat more than it.

They are not essential to the well-being of the fish.

---

Filmy Ferns and Selaginellas

THE Filmy ferns superficially resemble mosses and leafy liverworts, their wiry creeping rhizomes forming mats over the surface of acidic rocks and producing enormous numbers of small, translucent fronds, densely packed like the pile of a carpet. All our native filmy ferns are rare species inhabiting the shaded, rocky sides of mountain streams in the western counties. Hymenophyllum tubridense and H. pelatum are two similar, native species with erect prostrate or pendulous fronds growing to 4 inches in length and differing only in the detailed characters of the fronds and in the colour, which varies from dark green to olive-brown. Trichomanes speciosissimum, the Killarney bristle fern, is a larger and even rarer species with broadly ovate, finely dissected fronds of a deep, rich green. All these native filmy ferns are at home in the aquararium if rooted in a very little loam and allowed to scramble over stones and rocks at the water’s edge; they quickly form carpets and curtains of foliage, glistening with condensation, and require little attention.

Similarly suited to filling rocky crevices with fine foliage are the many species of Selaginella, allies of the true ferns. Like the filmy ferns they will thrive in unheated or tropical aquaria, provided that the atmosphere is humid and draught-free. They are all easily propagated by cuttings, some forming disordered masses of foliage, and others growing in a more organised fashion to yield symmetrical rosettes. Some species seem to grow spontaneously in the moist shade of greenhouses, and the more exotic species are available commercially at low prices.

C. D. Sculthorpe
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Readers are invited to express their views and opinions on subjects of interest to aquarists. The Editor reserves the right to shorten letters when considered necessary and is not responsible for the opinions expressed by correspondents.

British Aquarists' Festival

As a yearly and very interested visitor to the British Aquarists' Festival I consider a great deal of hard work and thought is put into this yearly effort and congratulation is most certainly due to all those who take part. There are, however, certain things that can be irritating to the visitor and with a little consideration could be got over.

When looking at the various fishes I had been asked many times by visitors what kind of fish it was and reference to the catalogue just showed it to be in the class for Characins, Cichlids etc. It told the visitors nothing more. Surely a label could be put on the tank?

At one time the prize-giving was handed out in a hall where all those interested could sit down and hear what was said in comfort. At the last Festival it was hopeless trying to hear what the lady announcing the prize-winners said for several other listeners mentioned the same thing.

Finally, as the show closed at 7 p.m., could not exhibitors refrain from dismantling their tanks before the closing time, of course, the public pay to see the display up to 7 p.m. I trust that the foregoing will be taken as constructive criticism.

J. Corden Hepworth, Grindleford, Derbyshire.

Brighton Aquarium

Having already arranged to go to Brighton for the day when I read your June Editorial we were rather disappointed to hear that the "Aquarium" contained no exhibition of fishes. However, in order to get out of the heat outside, we paid 2s. to get in and see what they did have on show. Admittedly the Aquarium authorities have embarked on a full-scale re-decoration of the tanks but there still is no excuse for the filthy, cloudy tanks we saw everywhere, which were badly lit and most unimaginative in display. My father-in-law and I have been tropical enthusiasts for about 2 years, having three tanks between us, and are by no means experts, but we were shocked to see that this Aquarium could not better any of the types of fishes that we keep and that to not one of the remainder would we give house-room.

This fact, coupled with the extortionate entry fee for this grade of exhibition, does not do the hobby any good from the aspect of attracting the general public. You have our full support for giving these aquariums the "big stick" in your magazine—more power to your arm!


Address letters to The Editor, The Aquarist, The Butts, Half Acre, Brentford, Middlesex.

Under-gravel Filtration

With regard to the discussion in the June issue of The Aquarist about the possible effects of under-gravel filtration on fish, especially guppies, for the past 14 months one of my 24 in. tanks has had sub-gravel filtration in use. This tank contains two dozen small community fishes which include two male and one female guppy. All of the fish are in perfect colour and health and the guppies have reproduced on several occasions. I don't consider under-gravel filtration to be detrimental in any way to tropical fishes although certain plants, such as Amazon sword and water wisteria, seem to do better with other forms of filtration.

R. J. Boyce, Glasgow, N.2.

I notice in the June issue of The Aquarist that some doubt still exists as to the suitability of sub-gravel filtration in tanks occupied by guppies. I have used this method of filtration since it first came on the market some years ago with no apparent ill-effect.

My water is always bright and clear and my fishes are in excellent health, not even being affected by being placed in the standard 40 oz. show jars sometimes for days on end while they travel up and down the country.

I think that the main trouble with this type of filter is perhaps a lazy aquarist, who because his water looks crystal-clear and there is no evidence of accumulated mucus overlooks the regular weekly siphoning and cleaning of his tanks, therefore causing a heavy build-up of toxic material dissolved in the water, which over a period of time may seriously affect the health of his fishes.

I feel sure that the best way to avoid any trouble when using sub-gravel filters is to look after the aquarium as if they weren't there; give it the full treatment with the siphon as before and top up with fresh water. Under these conditions the filter really does a good job and keeps the water sparkling clean and bright, not the dull brown colour of acid water often seen where sub-gravel filters are used, and totally uninvited to the requirements of our friend the show guppy, who likes hard, bright water.

J. E. Wootten, F.G.A. Judge.

Zebra Adventure

After having a batch of young zebras, I put two females into the tank which I first bred them in. Next morning I could see only one, and that was curled up under
one of the marbles. I finally found the other one, half way up the tube of my air-rejector, but the mains weren't switched on so it must have gone up out of curiosity. When I lifted it out the crabs swam right up into the bag. I hastened to get a mug, into which I emptied both fish and crabs. When I returned it to the tank, it had a slight cut on its head, but it lived.


Egg-laying Guppy?

I have been very interested in the articles by Mr. Peter Dendy and the correspondence from other aquarists regarding fancy guppies. So much so, that all my common guppies were transferred to my 5 ft. community tank, and my only other tank (24 in. by 12 in.) was devoted to a beautiful pair of veltails. This pair of fish were of good size, finnage and coloration, though the female was rather flat, and appeared to have recently dropped her young.

A few days after buying these fish I left for a week's holiday, leaving them both in the tank thickly planted with Vallisneria and floating Nittala. On my return the female was much thinner, but there were no youngsters to be seen. I naturally concluded that she'd had a brood and had hatched them down, to the last one! (Though they had been well fed, and even left with a large amount of Daphnia!)

Last week, when she was again due to deliver, I decided to keep careful watch and rescue the young as soon as possible. It had been a very "sticky" day, and the tank temperature (normally 75°F) had shot up to 80°F. Whilst I was watching the tank, she suddenly arched her back and five "eggs" left her body; after a few moments this happened again, and the "eggs" kept falling in throes, hours and lives for the rest of the evening.

I couldn't make this out at all, and on closer examination I found all seemed alike, about the size of medium Daphnia, and almost transparent in appearance. I have seen dead and partly-formed young delivered by livebearers, but this is definitely a case of a guppy delivering eggs, and it is possible that it has happened twice! I can only wait to see what happens when her next brood is due.


Scout-Aquarists

IN Raymond Yates' "Notebook" (The Aquarist, July) he refers to the Boy Scouts' badge for Birds. I should be happy if it were made known through your pages that this very same badge, the woodcraftman, is also awarded to the aquarists in our ranks, but very few people are aware of it. The corresponding badge for the over-15 year-olds is the Naturalist. Admittedly these badges also cover plants, animals etc., but all of these are optional alternatives. I applaud Mr. Hoene's "Consumer's survey" and would like to see his results "passed on".

Far too many dealers are bad in their methods and I regret that I often advise people not to visit certain dealers lest they be sold the priciest runs and bad equipment that lose so many hobbyists only too quickly. Some dealers would also be well advised not to buy the throw-aways of unsprightly breeders.

R. L. BARRETT-CROSS, Badge Secretary, Boy Scouts, Wallington, Surrey.

Proposed Aquarium

Morecambe's Publicity Committee have approved in principle the idea for a new "giant" aquarium in the town. It is claimed that the building would be the largest aquarium in Britain, with separate halls for freshwater, marine and tropical fishes and an open-air pool to accommodate seals and dolphins.

The AQUARIST Crossword

Compiled by J. LAUGHLAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Across</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Latex fly home for the insect whose larvae feed on fish (5, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Breed or range of river or lake (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The late Mr. Capener (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. As Grains Fields say (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Bring forth young in the good old English way (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Water this is an attractive water bubble (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Little harmless. Was she an angel? (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Turn to adv. section for these bright-eyed creatures (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. It follows the upset line (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Eat in a way or drink (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Noon is spent on losing tail (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Physical training after all gives you half the aquarist's plant (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Score what have this (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Car in the motoring body for tropical tank pet (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Aquatic plant that is edible (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Colloquially the place for pets and creatures and scientists (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Favourite old aquatic plant (4, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Skin food of nutrition (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Aquaria that fall to hold water (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Lending (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Suck (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Machinist's dairy cart on way to being starfish (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Study the beginnings of coral reefs (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 21. Rise for golf ball (3) |
| 22. Latin prefix of 27 Anton (2) |
| 23. My French Friend has left the portents by the tail (3) |
| 24. Take vehicle from arena for the organisation (3, 1) |
| 25. Malpighian — plant, a tropical beauty (4) |
| 26. Yes, never (2) |
| 27. Worry about this until it comes near bream (6) |
| 28. In thanks for her (4) |
| 29. Short conclusion (3, 1) |
| 30. Animal? doctor (3) |
| 31. Label for outbreak but 7 (3) |
| 32. See 11 Antons (2) |
| 33. One of the great religious orders (3, 1) |

(Solution on page 100)
from AQUARISTS' SOCIETIES

Monthly reports from Secretaries of aquarists' societies for inclusion on this page should reach the Editor by the 5th of the month preceding the month of publication.

AT the last meeting of the North Warwickshire Aquarist Society, the speaker was the well-known Midland aquarist Mr. Barry Hall, and his subject for the evening was the breeding and rearing of fish. Basically the Society was opened on a scientific basis, and a number of funds for thebenefits of Middlesex Hospital, Birmingham Aquarium Society's museum, and Crayfish and Garden Fish, proved to be the most successful.


THEY held a joint meeting of the Dundee Aquarium Society, held recently. The show was held on the evening of the 3rd of July, with the attendance of about 50 members. The results were: 1. Geo. D. Gibson (Lakes Society); 2. Alex. Gray (A. C. Chase). 3. John Smith (Moore's Aquarium); 4. Alex. Cross (Lakes Society). This show was followed by the visit of the Dundee Aquarium Society to the Dundee Aquarium, which was extended to the members of the Society. The visit was most enjoyable, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future. The Society will hold their next meeting at the Open Show in the new year, and it is hoped that the Society will be able to make similar visits in the future.
AQUARISTS’ CALENDAR

18th-19th August: Three Counties Aquarist Society, S.W.I.C. (Boscombe, Dorset). Details can be obtained from the show secretary, Mr. R. Percival, Beyond the Park Lane, Old Basingstoke, Basingstoke, Hants.

22nd-23rd August: Midlands Aquarist & Pond Society Open Show to be held at Broughton Hall, Northampton. Show Schedules from Mr. R. Edwards, 9, Bywood Road, Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 3AS.

1st-2nd September: Bristol Tropical Fish Club open show and exhibition of tropical fishes at the Temple College School, Victoria Street, Bristol. Details can be obtained from the show secretary, Mr. J. David Brown, 76, Pearl Street, Briset.

3rd-4th September: High Wycombe Branch of the A.O.V. Open show held at The Byes, High Wycombe. Details from Show Secretary, Mr. R. J. Bayes, 283, High Wycombe Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.

2nd September: Federation of British Aquarists Society general assembly.

3rd-4th September: Association and District A.S. eleventh annual open show to be held at the Garden Hall, Chingford, Essex. Details from Show Secretary, Mr. C. V. Watkins, 18, Glem Park, St. George, Bellingham (Closing date 15th September).

3rd September: Fancy Guppy Association (Herts Society). First Annual show at the Garden Hall, City Centre, St. Albans. F.G.A. and F.G.B.S. members apply for schedules to: Mr. C. V. Watkins, 18, Glem Park, St. George, Bellingham (Closing date 15th September).
GRO-WEL superior filters for best AQUARIUM CLARITY

OUTSIDE FILTERS
To fit all aquarium frames up to 1" wide.
"SLIM JIM": For tight quarters. The slimmest outside filter on the market. Popular self-starting type. Complete with removable partition, siphon, strainer and return stem. A quality filter for only 17s. 6d.
"KLEAR KING" 3-Compartment filter: Separate compartments for glass wool and charcoal. Removable partitions plus a larger siphon stem for faster recirculation. Clog-proof return stem giving a steady, non-splash flow. Price 22s. 6d.

INTERNAL FILTERS
BOTTOM FILTER: For filtering and aerating the tank. Handsomely styled. Unobtrusive and efficient. Price 8s. 3d.
As Recommended in T.F.H. for Marine Aquarium.

ORNAMENTAL ROCK FILTER: For ornamental filtration. Looks like a rock but is primarily an efficient filter and keeps tanks up to and including 10 gallons sparkling clear. Price 17s. 6d.

TRAPS
5-WAY CONVERTIBLE TANK TRAP: The most versatile trap available. Can be used for breeding 1 or 2 livebearers, as a rod trap for breeding egg-layers or as a self-cleaning display tank for 1 or 2 Bettas. Price 28s. 6d.

Moulded of strong, clear polystyrene. These popular and well-tried products are made by GRO-WEL FISH-ADE CO. INC., U.S.A. and distributed in Great Britain by

THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD.
CHURCH STREET, DORKING, SURREY.

Obtainable through your dealer or post free from The Liquifry Co. Ltd.

---

I've Got Millions!

WORMS! FOODS! COMPOSTS! RESULTS!

1. W. With 8 page instructional booklet
2. W.—Complete with feeding powder
3. W.—Specially developed W. Worms
4. W.—Worms easy to breed
5. W.—Worms in special boxes
6. W.—High protein content, rapid results
7. W.—Finely ground with organic base
8. W.—Complete instructions
9. W.—Seeds cultures in wooden boxes
10. W. —Exclusive formula. No mildew
11. W. —Composted for quicker breeding

Ask your dealer, or free delivery from E. ARNOLD, 90, MONEGA ROAD, LONDON, E.7.

---

MIDLAND OPEN SHOW AND TRADE EXHIBITION
Bingley Hall, Birmingham
AUGUST 23rd - 26th, 1961

Tropical and Coldwater
Attractive Exhibits - Trade Stands
Refreshments, Bar and Coach Parking
Admission: Adults 1/6, Children 6d.
Wed. 2.30-10 p.m. Thurs., Fri. 1-10 p.m. Sat. 10-9 p.m.

August, 1961
TROWER'S
the best fish foods . . .

For nutriment value and palatability start feeding today on these hygienically packed fish foods—foods for all varieties of tropical and coldwater fish, blended by the fish specialists; in colourful drums. Available from all aquaria and pet shops

TROWER & CO. LTD. Established 1876
TREMADOC ROAD, CLAPHAM,
LONDON, S.W.4
The Bow Fronted
ARBE AQUARIUM
made from Perspex

The ONLY aquarium with these features — Flush fitting lid • Heater camouflaging panel • Complete electrical circuit which includes — Externally adjustable thermostat • Neon indicator lamp • Heater terminal connector • Power input connector • Press button light switch • Bracket for strip lights • FULLY GUARANTEED

For further details and your nearest stockist write to:

ARBE PRODUCTS  22a Kings Road, St. Leonards on Sea, Sussex.

---

HYKRO
AQUATIC APPLIANCES AND FOODS

Hykro Filters — De Luxus for Crystal-Clear Tanks 13/6. Also The New De Luxus Junior 5/-.
Feeding Rings. Including the four-in-one for Live Food, Dried Food, Floating Worm Feeders.
Be up to date with a four-in-one Tank Scraper.
The 3-way Gang Valve. Popular all over the world. Does away with use of Tees and Clamps.
Very efficient and compact.
HYKRO FOODS CARRY ANALYSIS OF CONTENTS ON EACH CONTAINER.
Hykro Flakes. These are known the world over. Used extensively by exhibitors to get that condition and bring full beauty of fish.
Hykro Natura. Contains 9 Dried Live Foods, and will feed the rarest tropicals (or coldwater fish).
Hykro Concentrated Goldfish Food. Will keep your fish in tip-top condition, also relished by many tropicals, including the 1 lb. pack.
Please note:— in response to many enquiries, we do not supply these appliances and foods direct. They are obtainable at all the best shops, but in case of difficulty drop us a line and we will put you in touch with nearest stockist.
Plants. We carry big stocks of plants, including Madagascar Lace Leaf, Water Hyacinths, Water Lettuce and all the popular varieties.

JOE GRASSBY, F.R.M.S.
THE HYKRO DEPOT, MOBBERLEY NEAR KNUTSFORD, CHERISHIRE
Phone Mobberley 3272

August, 1961
BOOKS TO HELP YOU

Coldwater Fishkeeping
BY A. BOARDER
(2s. 10d. or 50 cents post free).
Summary of Contents

Fish Foods and Feeding
BY Dr. F. N. GHAHIALY
(4s. 11d. or 90 cents post free).
Summary of Contents

Keeping Reptiles and Amphibia
BY ERNEST J. F. PITMAN
(2s. 10d. or 50 cents post free).
Summary of Contents
The Vivarium and Garden Reptilian - Feeding - Hibernation - News - Salamanders - Frogs and Toads - Alligators - Terrapins and Tortoises - Lizards and Snakes.

Obtainable from:
"The Aquarist,"
The Butts, Half Acre, Brentford, Middlesex
OR FROM ALL THE LEADING PET STORES

W. HAROLD COTTON
F.R.M.S.
ICHTHYONOTO 
POST MORTEM EXAMINATION 
OF TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISHES
Specimens should be wrapped loosely and very wet in grease-proof paper, surrounded by a damp cloth and then rewrapped in dry grease-proof paper and sent in a strong container. A brief history and any relevant details should be given. No preservative please.

Examination fee £1.

39, BROOK LANE, KINGS' HEATH, BIRMINGHAM 14
Phone: Highbury 1493

AQUARIUM FRAMES & STANDS
These frames and stands are made from 1/16 in. polished, steel angle by expert craftsmen, guaranteed square, wainscot finish in pine, with anti-rust milled parts, finished in oak and sealed in protective lacquer. Frames 24 x 12 x 12, 24 x 15 x 12, 21 x 18 x 12, 25 x 15 x 12, 23 x 24 x 12, 24 x 15 x 12, 25 x 18 x 12. Stands for one tank 24 x 12 x 12 tank, 24 x 15 x 12 tank, 24 x 18 x 12 tank, 25 x 15 x 12 tank, 25 x 18 x 12 tank, 25 x 21 x 12 tank. Shelves are made from polished Aluminium 24 x 12, 18 x 12, 12 x 12, 12 x 9, 12 x 6, 12 x 3. All frames, stands, shelves made to order. Money back if not satisfied.

BANKHEAD TROPICAL FISHERIES
SEAHAM, CO. DURHAM. Tel: 3183

We guarantee our foods for 6 months, but of course, we keep them indefinitely if kept with the lid 'tight on', and in a dry atmosphere. We shall swear by this. Leave a tin open for 6 months, in a damp warm atmosphere, and it will stink! So will any dried fish, meats and oils. Only the most unintelligent, indeed ignorant, aquarist will do this. But they do, my friends, and then complain! "Elite" Tropical fish food (no cereals whatever) can be had from me, post paid. Large tin 4/6, Small 2/-. Our: Now renowned Large glasses (blue label) Cold Water Fish Food, per large tin 2/6.

The retailer gets these unexempted foods, with excellent service, from Barry M. Austin, 95 Crown Road, Twickenham.

ARTHUR DERHAM
23 QUEENS AVENUE, WATFORD
Phone 21708

Only 65 years in the Fancy, but er'v korse, I no nuffink abaat it! ça va sans dire.

THE AQUARIST
AQUARIUM PUTTY
Made specially for AQUARIUMS
★ WATERPROOF
★ A SMOOTH PUTTY
★ EASY TO USE

Makers of the famous Fillers & Stoppings.
If unobtainable write direct to manufacturers.

BRUMMER LTD., Oyster Lane, Byfleet, Surrey

SSS
★ for Shubunkins. All sizes, quite a number ready for
cbowling, from my strain that has won prizes in many
Open Shows. Let me know your requirements. S.A.E.
please.
★ for Shredders. Use these and discover the finest
method of feeding young fish. Prices:– The Shredders 10¢;
Super Shredders 16¢; Coarse Tooth Shredders (for bigger
fish) 13¢, all post free.
★ for Sagittaria (giant) a plant suitable for tropical, cold
water and pond. Small plants 4¢, dozens, larger plants 13¢
each.

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENTS
143-146 BURE LANE, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS.
P.S. Fish seen by appointment please

REPTILES — AMPHIBIANS
Imports from all Continents
Write for current price list

Sale agency for England:
G. A. IZZARD
13, Romney Close, Chessington, Surrey

DKS. W. DE ROVER.
Sprieldweg, 2
Putten (Gld.), Holland

Now in Stock
AWARD LABELS FOR TANKS AT SHOWS
Five on a page (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and Special),
50 off to a book, 3c. Od. per book (post free)

TANK CLASS AND NUMBER LABELS
100 for 2s. Od. (post free)

Obtainable from
The Aquarist, The Butts, Half Acre,
Brentford, Middlesex

HY-FLO
To meet the ever increasing demand for HY-FLO pumps we have moved to larger
premises and our Products are available from
your usual suppliers or in the event of difficulty
please write direct.

HY-FLO Junior £5.7.6
Consumes approx. 15 watts. Without interference to radio
or television. Will operate 7 or 8 diffusers or one inside-
type filter and 2 or 3 diffusers.

Also available:
Model “A” Single-piston HY-FLO AIR PUMP supplying
approx. 12 diffusers or 2 filters (inside-type) and 2 or 3
diffusers. Price: £6.10.0

Model “B” Twin-piston HY-FLO AIR PUMP supplying
approx. 24 diffusers or 4 filters (inside-type) and 4 diffusers.
Price: £8.5.0

Model “C” Twin-piston HY-FLO AIR PUMP, fitted with
suction and delivery connections, for the fish breeder and
laboratory use. Price: £12.10.0

Illustrated folders available upon request

ALL HY-FLO AIR PUMPS
ARE SILENT IN OPERATION, SELF-STARTING
GUARANTEED 1 YEAR (from the date of purchase)

MEDCALF BROS. LTD.
Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Middlesex
Telephone: Potters Bar 56925

August, 1961
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

5d. per card (32 words minimum) - Box number 2 ½ extra.

FOR SALE

GLAZETI aquaria in all sizes including 36 x 15 x 12, 42s. 6d. 18 x 10 x 12, 10s. 16s. 6d. 24 x 12 x 12, 25s., 10s. 13 x 12, 22s. 6d., 24 x 12 x 12, 20s., also 18 x 12. 10s. 12 x 12, 15s. from £3 6d. each. Send money order or cash for delivery. crane marine, carriage extra. Plants, Accessories, Fish. Wright’s, 10, Leicester Road, London, N.8. - Phone Attleboro 3252.

AQUARIUM FRAMES. For quality and accuracy buy direct from the manufacturer. 1 x 1 x 4 steel angle, 50 x 15 x 15, 26s. 45° x 12 x 12, 32s. 6d., 50 x 15 x 15, 22s. 6d., 45° x 12 x 12, 28s. 6d., 24 x 12 x 12, 25s., also 18 x 12, 10s. 12 x 12, 15s. from £3. 6d. each. All stained and sealed around frame. Any size to order. Immediate delivery carriage paid. C.E.O.W. - Woodwork, Marine, Aquariums, Etc. E.A.E. W. E. Hemery, 35, Queen Street, Nottingham.

PERRY'S for Plants, 1st and 2nd Awards British Aquarium Society's meetings. Assured selection Tropical and Cold Water, 5s. 6d., 10s. 13s. 6d., 20s. 6d., 40s., 80s., 150s. and upwards. B. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 635, West Street, Croydon.

WHITE WORMS, Culture and Instructions 2s. 6d., 41, Barlham Avenue, Sidcup.

TAYLOR'S AQUARIUM, 76, Manchester Road, Burnley. Tropical Fish in variety. Our top quality Plants. Gained for us 1st in Tropical Plants Award, British Aquarium Society's Annual Meeting 1979.

PERFECT Aquariums. Lined, Braced Blue Stained Glass 25s. per pair. Low bred Blue Fish Tanks 15s. per pair. Apollo Tank 15s. per pair. Rainbow Fish 4s. 6d. each, case of 50. 6d. - C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 635, West Street, Croydon.

CALLING ALL AQUARISTS. Call and see our large selection of Tropical and Coldwater fish, plants in variety. We also stock all accessories at “The Aquariums,” 192, Wellingborough Road, Northampton. Phone 34610.

GOLDFINCH, Only. Touch, Mussels and plants for sale. List from Raymond Jones Ltd., 17, Dain's Ave., Billinghams, Sussex.

EASY TANKS. Extend your hobby the easy way. Air Pumps, Filtration, Colouring Agents, Puffers, Blowing Traps, newspaper and more. Nelson’s Aquariums, 126, Northfield, Birmingham 31. Phone PRIory 669.

GUARANTEED Quality Plants – Hypophthalmus, Lamprologus, Lepidoichthys, 3d. each. Valeriana torva, sp, dwarf Sagittaria, Sagittaria sagittifolia, Hyphessobrycon, Hyphessobrycon, Giant Hypophthalmus 2s. 6d. 32 varieties Tropical and Coldwater fish, plants in stock. A. Horace, 43, Portland Road, Reading, Berks. EXCESSIVE. Closed all Wednesdays.

RUSTPROOFed Aquarium Frames, including bow and corner type. Good quality Frames, Fittings, Crates and Equipment Manufacturers — W. Wallis, Barton, Ormskirk.

AQUAFITS 304, 803, Roman Road, Bexford Green, ADV 9941, est. 1947 Tropical and Coldwater, best prices wholesale. London area. Retail fish plants bought and exchanged. Large Collection wanted. Less printed from stock.

WHITE Worms for sale. 1 oz. 1s. 4d. 4 oz. 1s. 6d. per pack. Contrats 2 oz. 6d. each. 1 ½ lb. 2 oz. 6d. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 6d. (A.A. Dent & Son, “Dentilines,” Allerton Road, Bootle, via Atcham, Warrington.)

AQUARIUMS Branded, Shaded Frames. Guaranteed square. 1 x 1 x 1 steel angle. Stands 1 x 12 x 36 in. 25s. 2 x 12 x 36 in. 37s. 6d. 2 x 24 x 36 in. 42s. 6d. 3 x 24 x 36 in. 50s. 6d. 2 x 12 x 36 in. high. 36s. 6d. 3 x 24 x 36 in. high. 42s. Frames 24 x 12 x 12 in. 20s. 4 x 12 x 12 in. 25s. 3 x 18 x 12 in. 35s. 6d. 2 x 18 x 12 in. 40s. 6d. 3 x 18 x 12 in. 45s. 6d. 2 x 18 x 12 in. 30s. 6d. 4 x 12 x 12 in. 35s. 6d. All over shades aluminium. 24 x 12 x 14 in. 25s. 30 x 12 x 12 in. 35s. 6d. 6 x 12 x 12 in. 50s. 6d. Shelves sent only with frames and stands. Any size frame stand, or shade made to order. Carr. paid. UK, Foreign. Frame back if not satisfied. Thomson’s, Aquariums, Market Drayton, 60s. 6d. (A.H. Dent & Son, “Dentilines,” Allerton Road, Bootle, via Atcham, Warrington.)

SPOT cash paid for tanks, fish, plants and all types of accessories. For giving full estimate write. A.A. Dent & Son, “Dentilines,” Allerton Road, Bootle, via Atcham, Warrington.

THE NECESSARY THERMOSTAT

FOR OUTSIDE FITTING

21/-

THE CONSTAT

ASK TO SEE IT AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

Distributed by

BARRY M. AUSTIN,
95, Crown Road, Twickenham, Middx.

WHALESLER TO THE AQUATIC TRADE

THREE AQUARIUMS PLANTS at 5s. per dozen, Ephedraeodendron (Japanese Chusan palm), Hyphessobrycon (Peacock Tetra), Sagittaria, dwarf (see note) and many others. Add 10s. 6d. for each one. Sizes usually in stock from 6 to 9, each. Special orders can be made from 25. Please note that we cannot guarantee to have all sizes in stock at all times.

SPARKLING clean tank in CLEAR he clear McLean’s fish food.

GREEN Polytheine Sheetling. Aquariums’ answer to green algae and other troubles in fresh water. Prevents sun-scorch in plant leaves. 15 ft. by 6 ft. panes 7s. 6d., passage 1s. Leadby, 19, Finchley Lane, London, N.W.3.


FOR the man who cares: tropical fish, plants, etc. Lists. C. J. Skilton (Aquarist), Ridgeway, Gailswood Road, Chislehurst. Tel: Chislehurst 3678.

FEED right and there’s nothing LEFT, McLean’s of course.

THERE was a young lady from Gravesend who complained that her fish never grew. A friend in her club said McLean’s of Gravesend.

VISIT any time — C. J. Skilton (Aquarist), Ridgeway, Gailswood Road, Chislehurst. Tel.: 3678. Best choice, new and as near as possible exchanged tanks, foods, plants, any size, colour available. Coldwater fish, plants, unexcelled quality.

FANCY Goldfish fancy McLean’s fish food.

LEADING personalities in the country have chosen the Master Control Model 3L, follow their lead.

MAKE no mistake your Thermostat must be a JL Master Control model JL. We offer an exchange or refund on purchase or installation. We have been in business in this line for 10 years.

WHOLESALE costs required by Golden Oils Breeder. All sizes 1 to 10, 10s. each. Jacobs, Oldbrook Farm, Beaconsfield 60s.

WHOLESALE costs required for Water Lilies. Jacobs, Oldbrook Farm, Beaconsfield 60s.

ELODEA Cypera. 30 quality plants 10s., passage: Catcher, 3, New Road, Northbourne, Bourne

MASTER Control model JL will control from one to twenty heaters, costs only 19s.

COLOUR Photographs of Tropical Fish — 35 mm. m. (2 in. slides) for scientific or pleasure. Mostly close-ups of show standard fish. Useful for lectures, exhibits, judging etc. List and sample 3d. 6d. to Mathews, Lilliput, Poole, Dorset.

HORNWORT, highest quality, 90 plants 11s. (post included). C. J. Skilton (Aquarist), Ridgeway, Gailswood Road, Chislehurst.

WANTED

BREEDERS Substitute Fish and Plants. Watlingston Aquarium, 6, Stanely Road, W.19.

POND PLANTS. Established prices paid for Iris Luciferia, Zebrina, Pium, Pimelia, Piuma, etc. Also gold colored Water Lilies. Retsons, 32, Coombe Avenue, Weymouth.

SPOT cash paid for tanks, fish, plants and all types of accessories. For giving full estimate write. A.A. Dent & Son, “Dentilines,” Allerton Road, Bootle, via Atcham, Warrington.
This is not a Press-gang but a splendid Staff eager to attend to your every need.

OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE WILLINGLY SENT ON APPLICATION, S.A.E.

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.  Saturday 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
TROPICAL FISHES IN AUGUST

Special Livebearers

ADULT MARIGOLD PLATY VARIATUS
(full coloured females)
15—pair 20—trio

YOUNG UNSEXED LIBERTY MOLLY
(excellent colour strain)
7/6 each 5 for 30—

SAILFIN MOLLIES

VELIFERA (Green) 5— and 7/6
LATIPINNA (Black) 7/6
VELIFERA x LATIPINNA 7/6 each (unsexed)
This cross has produced some outstanding specimens, many Jet Black with enormous finnage.

Stock sent out are speckled.

NEON TETRAS

Large well-grown fish
3/6 each 12 for 30—

Strong stock: grown in our Plant Houses.

The World's Greatest Selection of Aquarium Plants

Send S.A.E. for list

New list now in print

OVER 180 PLANTS ILLUSTRATED AND
220 PLANTS DESCRIBED IN OUR BOOK
A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS
7/6 POST PAID

SPECIAL OFFERS
OF TROPICAL PLANTS
UNTIL END OF SEPTEMBER

Cape Fear Spatterdocks 5— each (5 for 20—)
Under-water: Banana 3/6 each (4 for 10—)
Lagenandra Ovata
(15" plants) 7/6 each (3 for 20—)
Broad Leaved Amazon 7/6 each (3 for 20—)
Cryptocoryne (unidentified) 5— each (3 for 10—)
Giant Red Cryptocoryne (Blassii) 20— each
Beautiful Ludwigia 5— each

COLD WATER AQUARIUM FISHES

CALICO VEILTAILS... 10— and 20—
CALICO FANTAILS... 10—
BRISTOL SHUBUNKINS... 10—
All well grown stock in good colours and hardened in outdoor pools.

PLEASE NOTE.—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 6 miles from Birmingham, Midland "Red" Bus No. 150 from Bull Ring, Birmingham, pass the door, right at "The Crown," Monkspath.

HOURS OF BUSINESS—Weekdays 10 a.m.—5 p.m. Sundays 10 a.m.—12.30 p.m. May—July Sunday afternoons also from 2 p.m.—5.30 p.m.

CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY MONDAY

Printed and Published by BUCKLEY PRESS LIMITED, London and Brentford